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Issues 
Whalen 
travels 
abroa·d-
By Patrick G~aham 
The Japanese government, in 
conjunction with the Research 
Institution of Higher Education at 
Hiroshima University and the 
United States Information Ser-
vice, invited President James J. 
Whalen and the Executive Direc-
tor of the Education Commis-
sion, Dr. Frank Newman. to pre-
sent a series of topics on "In-
volvement in Learning" in Mat-
soyama. Japan.on September 6, 
1986. The Japanese Government 
is concerned about the state of 
higher- education. 
Whalen was asked to respond 
from the university and college 
point-of-view on various sub-
jects such as the decline in the 
· student population. decreasing 
amount of financial aid. and the. 
struggle between private and 
public institutions which already 
pose an enormous problem to 
the United States. 
Newman . presented his 
analysis on the external forces 
(social, political,' economic. 
cultural) that have an impact on 
higher-education in the ·united 
States. The Japanese educators 
have closely studied these 
forces for many years. 
Japanese educators are 
primarily concerned that their 
system is "too rigorous. too rote. 
and too rigid." explained 
Whalen. 
Whalen also pointed out that 
the United States is moving in 
the opposite direction. "We 
want to go back to the basics--
reading, (wlriting and 
(a)rithmetic." 
September 25, 1986 
. , Ithacan/Adam Riesner 
lthdca College's President Whalen recently virited Japan to compare some 
of Japan's higher education facilities. 
' Students in Japan begin their 
schooling by entering 
kindergarten. At this time. some 
have already decided on work-
ing towards entering the best 
universities. A°fter six years of 
primary education. the students 
take a placement exam. If they 
pass. they are placed irr a pro-
gram that will tak~ them through 
high school and, after said ex-
ams. onto college. If students 
fail. they are diverted onto 
another career path. such as 
vocational school. 
system "ronin", and this places 
a "tremendous amount of stress 
on the student. which can result 
· in high rates of suicide." said 
Whalen. 
On the other hand, students 
who are accepted in the "best" 
universities and colleges can 
· relax and wait to be chosen by 
recruiters from the many 
corporations. 
Few students go on to 
graduate school (5%); instead. 
they may be employed by a cor-
poration for life. All employees 
are trained accordingly by the 
corporation. 
The Japanese government is 
For those students who do not 
pass the college entrance ex-
ams. they may take the option 
to study and wait for the next op-
portunity. The Japanese call this see Whalen page 4 
. ''Science and.-Human survival'' will 
be addressed in lecture s-e.ries 
By Pamela Benson 
"Science and Human Sur-
vival" will be this year's topic for 
the C. P. Snow lecture series 
presented by the college begin-
ning OCtober ISt. 
c. P. _Snow was an interna-
tionally known author and scien-
tist who pointed our the gap bet-
ween the "Two Cultures" of 
science and humanities. The 
series .will emphasize the need 
for contin_uing dialogue between 
both disciplines· concerning im-
portant world issues. 
The series. the longest-running 
the school has ever had, began 
in 1965 when the college wanted 
to expand and explore Snow's 
concept of the two different 
worlds to benefit the college 
community. The series of lec-
tures is to bridge the gap bet-
ween the two cultures using 
Snow's name. 
The .fii:st year was off to a fly-
ing stan . with seven scientists 
coming· t_o · -speak. including a 
·.·. 
Nobel Prize Winner. 'assistant professor in the English 
This year's theme was chosen Department. Joel Savishinsky 
by a committee of seven f acul- from :Anthropology and· Ray 
ty mertlbers in the School of Davis. the assistant Dean. 
Humanities and Sciences. Ac- Darrow believes the primary 
cording to Frank Darrow. purpose for the series is to make 
associate professor of Chemistry peoplro10re aware and inform-
and Olair of the committee. "We ed. He also added that he f e,els 
tried to focus on what's pressing the lectures are a thoughtful and 
on everybody's mind--nuclear informative public presentation. 
weapons. toxic wastes. and Dr. William Caldicon will be the 
ecology". speaker for the first lecture en-
Darrow also added "The com- titled "Technology and Sur-
mittee wanted three. speakers viva!". caldicott is a member of 
that are prominent <1nd well the Harvard Medical School 
respected in their fields. But it is f acuity and was director of 
also imperative that they are research in the Department of 
able to present their topic in Radiology at Boston's Olildren·s 
such a way that is understan- Hospital Medical c.enter until ear-
dable to both the science and ly 1984. He res_igned to work full-
non-science- sectors of the time 'for the prevention of 
public~ nuclear war. 
The other members of the On OCtober 8, Robert Wilson. 
committee include Steve who was , involved in the 
.Thompson from the Biology development of the first nuclear 
Department. Ahren sadoff from weapons will address "The 
Physics, Jack Peck · from 
Psychology. Michael Twomey . ~. Se~ page 3 
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Volume 18 
Unknown rapist 
terrorizes four 
Cornell women 
By Karen Powers 
, Yesterday, shortly after 
6:30am, four women were taken 
hostage in an Ithaca apartment 
on lower East Hill. One of the 
four women was raped and 
another was cut under the chin. 
According to Police reports, 
the attacker who was described 
as being a black male in his late 
twenties. about 5 foot 10, with 
short hair, entered an unlocked 
door of the apartment and pro-
ceeded to tie up his victims. The 
women. inducting three Cornell 
undergraduates and one Cornell 
. graduate, were held for approx-
imately one hour before one 
woman was able to break loose 
and call the Police. The attacker 
fled the scene before the police 
arrived. 
Ithaca Police say the assault 
and rape also involved burglary 
and robbery. An undetermined 
amount of cash was stolen dur-
ing the incident. 
-- In addition. on Thursday night, 
September 18, a female 
sophomore at Cornell Universi-
ty who was walking on Fall 
Creek Drive was assaulted and 
threatened by a man who said 
he had a gun. The woman suf-
fered scratches on her back and 
was not able to describe her 
attacker. 
According to local authorities. 
a male student walking north of 
the suspension bridge on ~;all 
Creek Drive was held at gun-
point and robbed of s11. The 
male victim was able to 
describe the assailant "as a 
black male. 20 to 22 years old. 
s feet 9 inches tall. with short 
hair and. a slim muscular build. 
At thr time of the robbery. he 
was wearing sweatpants. 
sneakers and no shirt," accor-
ding to Cornell's Safety and 
Security. 
Cornell's Department of Public 
Saf ery is also investigating an 
alleged case of sexual abuse 
outside Balch Hall. on the Cornell 
campus at 8:15pm, Saturday, 
September 20th. capt. Daniel N. 
Murphy has found nothing so 
far relating the incident to the 
orher two recent attacks. 
Detectives from the llhaca 
Police Department are continu-
ing their investigation and re-
quest anyone with information 
see Assaulted page 3 
The United Way 
needs support 
By Tom Flannagan promoting this year's campaign. 
On Thursday September 18. 
the United Way of Tompkins 
County held its first f undraiser of 
the ye~c at the Ramada Inn in 
downto'wn Ithaca. 
Over 130 peqple gc1?hered to 
hear the organization ·s chairman 
David Drinkwater describe the 
hopes of this year's campaign. 
The goal of Sl,140,000 is to · be 
raised within two months. 
Drinkwater stressed the need 
for the United way to get 
beyond just fundraising. He call-
ed for the organization to help 
agencies needing assistance in 
unforeseen crises in their 
budgelS. He alse said. "We must 
involve the youth of Tompkins 
County more." 
This year's campaign has 
been broken down into six 
separate pilot campaigns. These 
campaigns have had results of 
Sl27,089 so far this year. The 
television promotions for the 
pilot campaigns were unveiled 
by Susan Johnston of COmmuni-
ty cablevision who is also an ac-
tive member of the United Way. 
The video promotions will be 
shown on FSPN. MTV and the 
local cable television stations. 
Tl:tere will also be radio spots 
For their participation and 
leadership in organizing the pilot 
campaigns. six members of the 
United Way were given Recogni-
tion A wards by Chairman 
Drinkwater. 
In his opening speech. 
Drinkwater unveiled the cam-
paign slogan, "Give It All You·ve 
Got." Pushing the need for a 
campaign that focuses on peo-
ple and not on money, 
Drinkwater said. "A campaign 
doesn't raise money. people 
do." 
The evening's events were 
hosted by the Reverend Douglas 
Green. who is Chairman of the 
United Way Marketing and Com-
munications in Tompkins Coun-
ty. The evening included a per-
formance by the Ithaca College 
Jazz Ensemble as well as a com-
edic performance by the United 
Way Players. The "Players" 
sang a self-composed song, and 
danced with campaign 
organizers while dressed in foot-
ball uniforms. Green stated. 
"The committee communicates 
the personal side of the United 
Way-shows real life stories of 
how United Way agencies work 
see Fundraiser page 2 
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A void stress with 
open discussion 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I from page 1 percent." He also stated, "We 
UW Fundraiser held-
I together to keep our communi- are well on our way to a strong 
stress can arise "from iiving in a I ty a vibrant place in which to and successful campaign, and 
Citizen Savings bank, lthaco 
NCR, ~SEG, Therm, and th~ 
Tompkins county Trust Com-
pany. Their efforts brought 
about a campaign tally of over 
S200,~ (17.8 percent of total 
~paign goal) before the cam-
paign has actually started. 
-
By Andrew G. Slegel 
After a long morning of 
classes, you decide to go back 
to your room for a bite to eat and 
a quick nap. Trudging up the 
stairs of Landon Hall, you think 
about how good that Twinkie is 
going to taste with a tall glass of 
cold milk. Approaching your 
room ) exhausted from a 
strenuous day of sitting in class, 
you hear loud music and voices 
coming from behind the door. 
You turn the handle only to 
discover your roommate and his 
buddies cranking Van Halen and 
drinking beers, on the romfort of 
your bed. The clincher is when 
you look at the floor only to see 
an empty box of Twinkies next 
to a crushed milk carton. 
This is a typical example of 
stress that can arise from 
various living conditions among 
students at Ithaca College. Ac-
cording to Dr. catherine Latham, 
a psychologist at the counseling 
center, "stress related to living 
conditions arises from the quali- 1 
ty of relationships among room-
mates'! She added that com-
munication is the most vital part 
of avoiding tension in various liv-
ing situations. 
Most students immediately 
asswne that living in a triple 
would be the most stressful 
situation, yet that's not 
necessary the case. Many 
students choose not to detriple, 
which is probably in situations in 
which they have worked out a 
good communication pattern. 
Two girls from Hilliard Hall 
disagreed with this theory, 
stating the dozens of complaints 
and hassles arising in their triple. 
As with these freshman, stress 
in triples usually revolves 
around one roommate becom-
ing isolated from the other two. 
As a result, the outsider feels the 
others are ronstantly teaming up 
on him or her. 
Many students choose living in 
singles for the sole purpose of 
avoiding stress from room-
mates. The concept behind liv- , 
ing alone is that no one will , 
touch your possessions, mess 
up YOIJf room, or disturb you 
while studying. Yet there are 
those students who do not take 
into consideration what types of 
. - -
single. senior Ben stein stated live." that the companies' efforts 
'Sometimes I get tense from The Tompkins County United challenge us and will significant-
having to eat alone, or depress- Way funds over 35 agencies, in- ly aid us in our efforts to meet 
ed from going back to my room eluding the Alcoholism Council, the needs of the thirty-eight 
when there's no one around'. Suicide Prevention and Crisis agencies and organizations 
There are also varying levels Service, Salvation Army, YMCA, funded by the United Way." The 
of stress between those Red Cross, Boy Scouts and NCR corporation's percent of The _mon~y will be used to 
students who live in the dorms campfire. Chainnan Drinkwater giving increased twenty-five per- fund over1tjty-five agencies . 
and those who live off campus. commented, "Changes in local cent over last year. To.mpkins County. A final~~ 
Students on campus complain industry have resulted in some ~n a'Yards and recognition 
about the presence of R.A.~ . major firms reporting lower The pilot campaigns were dinner will be held the last week 
security, and dealing with 50 employment this year than organized and made possible by of .November to congratlulate 
many different types of students last...gMng (by these com- several employee groups from Umted Way members on 
living in one dorm. off campus panies) has increased by seven area companies, including reaching their goal. 
residents feel most of their A t f I C s 
stressrelatedtolivingconditions no e rom G ~~~:po~~~~n .;~pr:~:~: . I . . - •. ~ • . a 
ing the bills, and who's going to By Anita Engler issues concerning the student student body can be heard . 
make dinner (let alone clean the ~y. Topics such as finance, the Ithaca College Stude~~ 
dishes) are a few examples of Hey you! Are you a member improvements on campus, Congress. 
tension from living on your own. in any of the clubs at Ithaca Col- debates and events are covered 
Studies have proven that the lege? Do you have a major? Do to voice the opinion of the stu-
number of people in a living you live on or off Campus? Are dent body. 
situation has no relation to you planning on studying at the September 9 was the first 
stress. What does affect the ten- London Center? Are you a organizational meeting for Stu-
sion levels is the rommunication senior? ARE YOU A STUDENT dent Congress. Although a srore 
among roommates. A sue- CURRENTLY ENROLLED AT of people have joined our 
cessful residential relationship , ITHACA COLLEGE? If so, then organization, there are many 
can only occur with the par- you desperately need someone openings to be filled: one 
ticipation and cooperation of all ! to represent you in Ithaca Col- representative from the NEW 
room or housemates. students lege Student Congress. QUAD, reps frfflll TERRACE 
with problems or questions The Student congress is-com- 1,2,5,6,7,8,9,10 and one represen-
related to stress are enrouraged prised of members representing tative from the EAST and WEST 
to consult the counseling center, their academic schools and TOWERS are some of the areas 
located in the basement of the residence halls. Each week the which you have the chance to 
health center. representatives meet to disruss represent so that the voice of the 
In the past, the Student con-
gress have achieved goals such 
as . improving the Hudson 
~eights-NCR Shuttle bus, attain-
ing change machines and better 
lighting on campus and keeping 
the add/drop period at two 
weeks rather than just one. 
These are just .a small taste of 
our large influence at Ithaca Col-
lege and the answer to why , 
YOU NEED US! If you would like 
to _join our force of represen-
tatives or just inquire, then be 
brave, contr1rt· ,m • •~•-- - . 
Worried About 
AIDS? 
Make MoneyMatic NY~~tDB~rnd pr~~-~--c c-1:? 
MoneyMati~ is the fast. easy way to t (, 
For referral or assistance, 
call the 
N.Y.S. Health Department's 
AIDS Hotline t 
1-800-462-1884 t 
TOLL-FREE & f 
••••••:::~:=~L••••••j 
bank any time, any day, and there's ~: , 
one near you. (i ·. 
. All you need to use MoneyMatic ' 
1s a CashCard, the banking card 
that's yours for the asking along with 
a Marine checking or 
statement savings account. 
Ask for your CashCard at 
any branch today. 
~ MARINE MIDLAND BANK, N.A. ~ 8 JUDD FALLS ROAD 
P.O. BOX 246 
ITHACA, NEW YORK 14851 2 7 3- 5 3 8 4 
WIN AN... I AT 
GArtD(N 
[RtsfAURANtJ ORIGINAL Top off this seasons hottest 
fashions wtth an original 
satin jacket by American 
Sportsworks! 
Just stop in to complete 
an entry blank (no purchase 
necessary.) 
Drawing October 10th. 
107 S. Cayuga Street 
Just off the Ithaca Commons. 
Chinese American Food 
118 U7• State Street 
SinceJ93J 272-7350 
IT'S ALMOST A NEW YEAR - 5747 
Come TO A Selibot Gathering 
in MULLER CHAPEL 
Saturday, 9/27 /86 · 
1~:3~pm ..... wine, cider & cheese 
Midnight. ... special Selihot Service 
• 
SHANA TOVA - HAPPY NEW YEAR 
Septf3mber 25, ._1986 
Keshish.oglou _Works 
on media relations 
By Mary Maguire • 
a PM.from Syracuse University, 
"I only take on challenging jobs Dr. Kesh has been working as a 
I know I will do well, it's not consultant for the United States 
worth it to do something Information Agency, the United 
mediocre,• says Dr. John States Agency for International 
Keshishoglou, (better known as Developmen~. the United Na-
Professor Kesh to many of his tions, and UNESCO. Among the 
students). The small, thin pro- countries he has worked in are 
fessor. originally from Greece, India, England, France, Greece, 
has proven his dedication to this Iraq, Egypt, Kuwait, Nepal, and 
philosophy through his work at Ethiopia. If a country asks our 
Ithaca COilege and abroad. government for assistance in 
Before speaking to Dr. Kesh identifying, developing, or im-
you can tell he is a unique in- plementing their communication 
dividual by looking around his desires. Dr. Kesh is one man 
red-carpeted office. The variety who may be sent to study the 
of books is just the beginning; as situation. 
you travel across the room. In Iraq Dr. Kesh was in charge 
which usually is sotuwlaying of 26 junior colleges. There he 
classical music, you see a Coast sat up the media centers on 
Guard certificate for his work as campus and taught the pro-
the DepUI~' Chief of the Depart- fessors about the use of audio-
ment of PL•blic Affairs for the visual aides. 
United Statet, Coast Guard Aux- In countries such as Ethiopia, 
illary, an invitation to the in- (where he will be returning to in 
auguration of President Reagan, December), he helps produce 
a small basket of apples to offer programs · aimed to improve 
the many visitors. and up on a hygiene, nutrition, and eliminate 
shelf a picture of Dr. Kesh in a disease. Dr. Kesh feels his inter-
brown three piece suit proudly national .work is very imponant 
perched on top of a camel. because. J<There are so many 
Besides teaching in the School countries. with so many drastic 
of Communications, Dr. Kesh is neects,and the whole world is in 
also involved in extensive turmoil. People in education can 
developmental communication contribute to world understan-
work in various countries. Since ding and world peace.• 
he received his BMlnd Masters Recently, Dr. Kesh and two 
from th~!v~rsit}:'._ of Iowa. ~md other Ithaca Colle~~-.e_r~f essors. 
~_,.....· -~EVIVAL 
Heavy Wool Sweaters ............. $18.00 
Wool Berets ..................... $ 5.00 
Flannel Shirts .................. $ 8.00 
Giant ~otton T ·Shirts ........... $ 4.00 
/03 Dryden Rd. Collegetown 
273-8200 
Paul Smith and Dr. Treble, went 
to assist in Nepal in develop-
ment of the first commercial 
television station. They were in 
charge of training the men and 
women in television production 
not only was our government 
extremely pleased with the 
work of these three men, but the 
Nepalian government and 
media were as well. The 
newspapers in Nepal gave ex-~ 
tensive coverage to the work of 
Kesh. Smith, and Treble. 
Dr. Kesh came to Ithaca Col-
lege in 1965 while completing his 
Phd. When the Communications 
Department became a school. 
Kesh was the Dean from 1965 to 
1979. Kesh worked to help make 
the school what it is today. He 
raised funds to boost the wat-
tage at FM station from 100 to 
5,000 watts, set up the Instruc-
tional Resource Center, added 
much of the television equip-
ment and was involved in the 
London Center Program. ., 
During those nine years he still 
consulted for the various agen-
cies. although it was mainly 
through paper work. In 1979, he 
decided he wanted to become 
more involved in his interna-
tional work. 'The fun of it is get-
ting there and meeting the peo-
ple,' explains Kesh. 
Dr. Kesh also enjoys teaching 
ITHACA 
STUDENTS 
Earn $$$. No experience 
necessary. No invest-
ment. Guaranteed 
income in spare time 
coordinating campus gift 
deliveries 
Occasional Expressions 
Must have a car. 
Help needed now. 
Call 1-800-USA-4523. 
RO·GAN'S CORNER 
PIZZA & SUBS TO GO 
273~6·006 
THE ITH:\CAN 3 
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Television/Radio Professor Keshishiglou is one of three Ithaca College 
professors to visit Nepal this summer. 
and student interraction. He 
· learns from his students, "They 
all have different perspectives 
on life. I enjoy hearing how my 
students feel on certain issues." 
Dr. Kesh brings an un-
precedented perspective into 
the classroom. He consciously 
combines his awareness of 
world affair'> with his media 
courses to create peninent. 
meaningful, and interesting class 
discussions. 
Dr. John Keshishoglou is a 
man who balances his interna-
tional work and college resPQn-
sibilities with great enthusiasm 
to be a definite asset to the 
world of communications. 
Series set for 
earty October 
from page 1 Institute for Energy Analysis of 
The last lecture of the series is the Oak Ridge Associated 
scheduled for October 29. Alvin Universities will discuss 
Weinburg, former director and "Nuclear Energy After Cher-
now distinguished fellow at the nobyl". Weinburg has been a 
Conscience of a Physicist". staunch supporter of nuclear 
Wilson was also head of the ex- energy and was part of the 
perimental nuclear physics divi- original t~am that developed the 
sion of the Los Alamos first cham of nuclear reactors. 
Laboratory in the 194-0s. He will . . 
discuss how a physicist goes All th_ree lectures will begm at 
about rationalizing the feelings 8 p.m. m Textor 102 a~d are free 
that come with creating such a and open to the pub~1c. . 
powerful and destructive It ~hould p~ove a~ mterestmg 
Assa Uli'8~d 
frompagel 
to call 272-3245. Cornell Public 
Safety's nime Prevention Unit is 
urging members of both college 
communities to walk in pairs at 
night and to keep tbeir dorm and 
apanmen1 doors locked. 
Lou Withiam. Director of safe-
ty and Security, wowa also like 
to advise students to follow nor-
mal safety precautions. Withiam 
stressed the fact that "dorm 
rooms and exit doors should 
continually be locked: exit doors 
should not he left propped open 
for delivery men or visiting 
friends." 
nc )C • 
$299* 
[ PUERTO ;;~~ Air Fare 
1nd
u~URACAO, 
[ 
~ ~:hts $299 l d~:515 $369 
JAMAICA ST. MAARTEN 
ti~~ts $ 31 9 t;~:s15 $349 
ARUBA ST. THOMAS 
3 nights 
4 days $369 3 nights 4 days $329 
ST. CROIX. BARBADOS 
3 nights 
4 days $329 ::ts $369 
ASK US·ABOUT LONGER STAYS 
'Midweek departures from JFK. Prices are per person, double occupancy and 
are valid up to 12/15/86 Prices do not include meals, local taxes, service 
charges, gratuities or island departure tax. Surcharges for weekend and peak 
Holiday travel apply. Some islands not available during peak holiday travel. Seats 
are limited. Certain restrictions apply Cancellation penalties apply. 
~ BEAM 
TRAVEL 
-- - -· '!.: : J •• • 
""' 
-· ' ,:~:c:=--1=.-- ,i-- - _:..., t:::.~ ~~.: l,i .. 1 ·~-~ 
- .. -------...::... 
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134 E. Seneca Street, hhaca Commons I 
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Wh81ell's view on education 
such as student and faculty 
exchanges. from page 1 . 
calling for a less demanding cur-
ricula which may yield more free 
time. and according to Whalen. 
··1f you free-up those early years, 
students will be more creative." 
There are many in Japan who 
believe that the country is 
perceived as "copiers". and 
creativity will allow for greater 
"emotional satisfaction" and na-
tionalistic pride within ·their 
highly materialistic society. 
In addition, creativity will "stop 
the destructive competition 
among students." said Whalen. 
Whalen contends, never-
theless, "If they loosen up too 
much, they might get into the , 
same situation that happened in 1 
this country where you don't 
have enough discipline in the 
early school years." 
"If you don't have substance 
in your education and discipline. 
creativity is nonsense." said 
Whalen of both the United States 
and Japan. 
Whalen's Presentation 
In retrospect to the "Involve-
ment in Leaming" presentation. 
Whalen responded to Japan's 
questions on higher education 
by grouping his responses into 
four general types: curriculum 
development. faculty develop-
ment, student development and 
institutional development. He 
used Ithaca College as a prime 
example. 
Whalen said that the Japanese 
look on the United States as us-
ing "consumerism" to respond 
to student s'needs and interests. 
He rebutted this erroneous belief 
by showing that Ithaca College 
will initiate new curricula only 
after it passes through a series 
of long and time-consuming 
obstacles. 
According to Whalen's presen- · 
talion, 'The concept for a new 
program originates among the 
f acuity or the academic ad-
ministrators. The proposal is 
then reviewed by the ap-
propriate department and sub-
mitted to a curriculum commit-
tee within the school. With the 
approval of the f acuity and the 
Dean of the school, the propos-
ed program is then reviewed by 
the College-wide Academic 
Policies Committee, the Faculty 
Council. the Provost. and finally 
the President. prior ·to subJnis-
sion to !New Yorkl state." 
"Tht> .Japanese were very sur-
prised to hear this." said 
Whalen. 
Faculty mobility, in-serve train-
ing programs. tenure. hands-0.n 
WEIGHT 
Lose 10-29 pounds/month 
saf~/JI, comfortably & inexpensively 
Look Great for Spring! 
Herbal Weight Management 
• 73-4116 
,, / 
~- . 
,.. 
experience and funding for faculty. They found it interesting 
research were aspects of facul- · and unique," said Whalen. 
ty development that were ad- The Japanese educators differ 
dressed by Whalen. In addi- greatly from their United States 
tion," .. .the emphasis on counterparts in that they just 
teaching 1ratherJ than on give lectures to their students 
financial assistance has fallen to 
the institutions themselves.'' 
80% of Japan's universities are 
private. while in the United 
States. 80% of the universities 
are public. 
research," was stressed by and tell them exactly what they 
Whalen as one of the "important are going to learn. Also, all "Institutional development 
differences between Japanese schools in Japan use the same was the final topic of Whalen's 
universities and an institution system of books, programs and -presentation. He made it clear 
like Ithaca College ... " etc. that colleges should be their 
Diversity that results from a "One of the most critical areas own leaders and not rely on the 
small class size and students of concern for private institutions federal government to provide 
taking an active role in their is financial aid," Whalen said in the leadership. He insisted that 
Whalen foresees some pro-
blems with higher education 
structure. The problem is that 
Japan doesn't plan to add more 
spaces to its existing univer-
sities. Also, they are under-
estimating the number of 
students, while all private institu-
tions are over-enrolling. This is 
due largely in part to the 
demographic decline ~ to occur 
also around the same period. 
education was also highlighted. his presentation. Whalen added. colleges develop an effective 
"Student motivation and per- "In 1975, loans made up 17 per- recruitment ·p pro- Whalen. nonetheless said, "If 
son al attention of a f acuity cent of student financial aid: in gram. graduate programs. doc- the Japanese will pay attention 
member" are two "critical fac- 1985 they made up over so per- toral programs and a strong in- to what will happen to us in the 
tors" in class size. Indeed, the cent. Neither the state govern- ternational program. next few years, they could 
Japanese were "verysurprised ment nor private sources has He believes that Ithaca College benefit because the forces imp-
lo learn that American students compensated for the shortfall in can benefit a great deal from inging on us· ... will hit them in a 
participated in the evaluation of federal funds, so the burden of strong international programs few years." 
One to One prQgram needs student assista~c.e 
· By Lori Shirley a social service. However. often After the initial interview, there a gath~nng with everyone in-
the children themselves call · is a one-day training program for volved m the "One to One" pro-
"Their reasons for needing are hoping to be matched. It is im- volunteers. Essentially a gram, giving people a ch~nce to 
many.... the point is, they . portant to recognize that these workshop which combines ex- reflect on the year and to say 
need .... " says John Bailey, a kids want to be there. ercises in communication and goodbye. 
director of the Ithaca Youth The program lasts one relating feelings. it is a par-
Bureau's "One to One" academic; year. A volunteer ticipatory program which has 
program. spends at least three hours a made past volunteers feel 
The growing program consists week with the child. Activities "energized." 
of volunteers who dedicate a planned are as broad as one's \'olunteers to "One to One" 
,minimum of three hours each imagination. The day's event meet with a staff member 
week to children of the Ithaca could be reading or baseball. every other week.at a conve-
community, Essentially. the picnics and drawing, or simply nient place and time. 
volunteers become a Big brother hanging out in a dorm room and · 
or Sister to these kids. talking. "There are two goals ac-
The program accomplishes "One to One" stresses complished by this meeting;' 
two things: it gives the children .. ··· "cohesive bonding."Vok.mteers says Bailey~The first is a general 
a friend: and it gets students out are interviewed to seek out in- "check-in." The second is to 
into the community to interact terests as well as which age give the volunteer a chance to 
with people outside of their own group they pref er to work with. reflect. talk. or receive some 
age group. The staff tries to match up pairs guidance in dealing with their 
The children-hoping for a Big according to individual interests child. 
Brother or Sister range in age and needs. At the end of the year there is 
from 3 to 18. They are 
sometimes referred to "One to 
One" by a parent. a counselor or 
The Reviews Are In!. .. 
In the past. "One to One" has 
had approximately 120-130 
volunteers. 80 percent from 1.c. 
This year. the directors hope to 
have even more. There is 
always a waitinglist of anxious 
children hoping to be placed. 
This rewarding program pro-
mises to add greatly to the team-
ing experience at Ithaca College. 
To receive more information 
and an application, call the 
Ithaca Youth Bureau at 273-8364. 
There are three training pro-
grams scheduled for Sept. 27. 
Oct. 18. and Oct. 25. 
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We've been recording your comments since the opening of our exciting shoe.salon 
Now we'd like to share thern with you and let you know we're still working hard t~ 
serve you ... 
- "Sparkling" 
- ·At Last!" 
- "Delicious" 
- "Very Unusual Store for Ithaca• 
- "Yea! Si/uer shoes" 
- "Good addition to the Commons" 
- '1ts about time" 
- "Great Tunes• 
- "Exquisite taste· 
- "Very Helpfur 
- "Found Just what I Needed" 
- "Please Cany Wide Styles· 
- "Fun Windows!" 
- "Estas Muy Mucho 
- "Very Comfortable" Bueno• 
- "Great Men's Shoes" - "Super Manager" 
- "Fabulous Serulce & Merchandise - "Nice Decor" 
- Thanks for your comments and Plea~e Visit Us Soon 
Entertainment, Worth Staying Home For! 
on the commons open 'ti/ 9 Thurs, Fri. 
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ACROSS THE UNIVERSE 
- - - . ,____ ... _. . . ---- -- . - . -
Senate on f\ehnquist 
!Washington D.C.;S8ptember 17:, The 
!Senate voted to have no further debate, 
tand moved toward final confirmation of 
IWiUiai:i, H. Rehnquist as the sixteenth 
~hief Justice of the United States 
~upreme Court. The Senate also moved 
toward a vote on Antonin Scalia to 
replace Rehnquist as an Aswciate Judge 
on the Court. Justice Rehnquist is 
nominated to succeed Warren E. Burger -
after he has served seventeen years on 
the Court. The vote to end the debate 
over Rehnquist's nomination was 68-31: 
all 31 negative votes were cast by 
Democrats, and 52 of the positive votes 
were Republican. Opponents 6f the 
nomination challenged Rehnquist's 
judicial ethics, his record on personal 
libenies. and his very questionable record 
on civil rights. Rehnquist was appointed 
to the Court originally py President 
Richard Nixon. and has a history of be-
ing extremely conservative. 
Sovi,t missile fai.ls 
Washington D.C.;S8ptember 17: A new 
long-r.mge Soviet miSSile, believed to be 
a follow-up to the SS-18, is reported to 
have exploded during a test flight last 
month. according to Administration of-
ficials. The failure is probably a large set-
back to their program. because the 
development of a follow-up to the 55-18 
is thought to be a rentral part of the Soviet 
plan for the 1990's. The 55-18, believed 
by some to hold up to ten warheads. is 
probably the U.S.S.R.'s weapon most 
capable of destroying our missile silos 
and other probable Soviet targets. 
Although thiS may ca~ a delay, it is 
thought the program will overcome its 
difficulties. 
Fifth Paris bomb 
Parls,France;septamber 17: A bomb 
thrown from a black BMW exploded in 
front of a crowded department store on 
the Left Bank of Paris. killing five people 
and wounding about fifty. This was the 
most lethal of the five bombings occurr-
ing in a ten-day period, despite intensive 
security measures taken by the French 
government. It is thought to have been 
the work of the Committee for Solidarity 
with Arab and Middle Eastern Political 
Prisoners. a group that has taken respon-
sibility forthe other bombings. The group 
has demanded the release of Georges 
Ibrahim Abdalah, the alleged leader of the 
Lebanese Armed Revolutionary Fadion, 
a group thought to be conneded with the 
Committee for Solidarity. The French 
government has been conduding a 
search for Abdalah's two brothers. who 
are believed to be in France and may 
possibly be related to the bombings. 
However. in a news conference the two 
denied any involvement and offered to 
turn themselves in to the proper 
authorities for questioning. 
-Soviets ~xpelled 
Washington D.C.;September 18: The 
United States has given Moscow a Ii.St of 
25 members of the Soviet mission to the 
United Nations in New York pry who are 
to.be expelled as of October ISi. This is 
.. the largest number ever expelled at one 
time. There is some confusion as to ex-
actly why these members are being ex-
pelled. however. Originally, the White 
House and the State Department had 
claimed that it is to ensure that the 
u.s.S.R. complies with a six-month-old 
order to reduce the size of its miSSion, 
and expres,sly denied that the action had 
anything to do with American journalist 
~ Daniloff, who is still restricted to 
Moscow pending his. espionage trial. 
However, a While HOtLc;e official daim-
members was carried out publicly to 
show the Soviet Union that the United 
States was ready to put retaliatory 
measures into effect since the Daniloff 
negotiations have largely been a failure. 
In the most recent update, the Reagan 
Administration has announced that the 25 
members _of the mission are, in fad, 
senior intelligence officers, and a part of 
a major Soviet intelligence ring. Ad-
ministration officials claim that this action 
will directly influence the K.G.B. 
Judge blocks tests 
Newark,Naw Jersey;September 18: A 
federal judge ruled.that mandatory urine 
testing of government employees to 
·• determine the presence of drugs was un-
constitutional. Judge H. Lee Sarokin of the 
Federal District Court in New Jersey rul-
ed that these tests are an invasion of the 
privacy rights of government employees. 
His decision came in a case that suspend-
ed seventeen Plainfield. N.J., police and 
fire personnel without pay after illegal 
drugs were detected in their urine. Local 
civil Uberties groups praised the decision. 
but an appeal by the city is likely. 
Gorbachev speaks 
Moscow;septamber 18: Soviet General 
Secretary Mikhail S. Gorbachev, in a state-
ment direded to President Reagan, said 
that U.S. News and World Report jour-
nalist Nicholas Daniloff was" a spy caught 
red-handed." Gorbachev made the com-
ment. his first since the affair began. on 
a provincial tour of his country. He also 
charged that the United States was try-
ing to use the Daniloff case to "reap a 
harvest of hatred" against the Soviet 
Union. President Reagan said that 
Nicholas DanilOff was a "hostage" for the 
release of Gennadi zacharov, a Soviet 
employee of the United Nations held in 
New York on spying charges. 
R~rientation camps. 
Johannesberg,South Afrlca;Septamber 
18: South African authorities offered 
reporters a limited look at a 
"reorientation camp" for former political 
detainees. This is one of thineen such 
camps that anti-apanheid groups have . 
called "sinister". Authorities denied 
repons that the camps were designed to 
tum former detainees into police in-
formeis. Former inmates of another camp 
said they had been asked by camp of-
ficials 10 inform on the adivities of black 
activists. camp officials claim that the in-
mates are allowed to watch television, 
use the telephone, and receive education 
and training. Anti-apartheid groups have 
depicted the camps as indoctrination 
comparable to the Hitler youth camps. 
Death in Sri Lanka 
Colombo,Srl Lsnka,"Seplamber 18: A car 
bomb exploded in the eastern poll of Bat-
ticala, killing seven and wounding five. 
Military officials had originally announc-
ed that ten were killed. but government 
officials correded the death toll. No one 
has daimed responsibility for the attack, 
but government officials blame Tamil 
militants for planting the bomb. The 
bomb was placed in a car outside of a 
bus station. The attack was direct~ at 
policemen who galher outside the station. 
Tamils, who are 'a minority making up 18 
percent of the nation's population. have 
been fighting a three-year guerilla war to 
end alleged diserimination. 
Missie cuts in Europe 
Washington D.C.;Seplamber 18: Of-
ficials in Wa5hington said that the United 
States was ready to acrept a Soviet sug-
gestion that only token ~e forces be 
kept in Europe. Toe Soviet proposal, rais-
ed at the arms ralks in ·Geneva. 
Switzerland, is far less than the United 
States proposal, which would allow 420 
medium-range nuclear warheads in 
Europe. The United States will present 
new details in three areas of defense 
weapons: long-range missiles. medium-
range weapons. and space and defense 
systems. So fiir. the talks on medium-
range weapons have be.en the, most 
encouraging. 
Meeting ANC leader 
London,England;Septembar 20: The ex-
iled leader of the African National Con-
gress held separate talks with high-
ranking American and British officials. 
Oliver Tambo, leader of the main black 
political movement in South Africa. met 
with Charles-crocker, A'i.Sistarit Secretary 
of State, and with Sir Geoffrey Howe, the 
British foreign secretary. The talks with 
·Mr. Tambo were the highest to be held 
between the outlawed A.N.C. and the 
' United States. The State Department an-
nounced that Secretary of State George 
Schultz is tentatively planning to meet 
with Mr. Tambo ooct month. The meeting · 
between ~r. Tambo and Sir Geoffrey 
Howe marked the first time that a 
member of the British Cabinet has met 
with a member of the A.N.C. 
Sudanese starvation 
Khartoum.the • Sudan;septamber 20: 
With food supplies cut off for more than 
a month. hundreds of thousands of peo-
ple are starving in southern Sudan. The 
death toll could reach two million, accor-
ding to Western relief wotkers. According 
to sources it is believed that hunger is be-
ing used as a weapon in the thirty-year-
old war between the Arab Moslem nonh 
and the black African south. The lush 
forests and fertile plains o·f the south are 
controlled by the Sudan People's Ubera-
tion Army. No food has reached the 
southern region of the Sudan since the 
S.P.L.A. shot down a Sudan Air civilian 
liner. killing 60. The rebels have also 
warned United Nations wotkers that they 
will be shot if they enter the group's 
airspace. 
Deaths in Soweto 
Johannesbarg,5outh Africa;Septembar 
20: Residents of the black township of 
Soweto charge that .,black municipal 
policemen. led by two whites. shot five 
blacks to death during a funeral vigil at 
dawn. The officers alleged!}' sprayed 
gunfire into a house and tent. The 
authorities admit that one person died, 
but state that they opened fire after be-
ing attacked with stones. The repons on 
the incident vary in different newspapers, 
so much so that the true story is still be-
ing debated. Nthato Motlana. a prominent 
Soweto civic leader. accused the South 
African Bureau of Information of lying. 
NASA shuttle errors 
Washington D.C.;S8ptamber 21: The 
key solution proposed by the space agen-
cy to explain the causes of the Chall~r 
explosion was devised years before the 
disaster, and was applied to the entire 
space shuttle 11,eet. ~ough interviews. 
documents. and testimonies, it was 
shown that NASA had been concerned 
about seals on the shuttle. as well as pro-
blems with booster rockets. The 
Challengerexplosion that killed seven 
astronaut~ on January 28th was blamed 
on a leaky booster seat. The charges, 
based on infoonatiol'I gathered by private 
firms and a former NASA analyst, were 
denied ·by NASA. The widow of 
Challenger astronaut Dr. Ronald McNair . 
_has sued the space agency. 
lran-~r~q war 
~21:Septenm 
21st malked the sixth anniversary of the 
Iran-Iraq war . .Although no quick end or 
resolution is in sight, some analysts 
believe that the war in the Persian Gulf 
may soon dwindle into an undeclared 
peace. The war has been costly to both 
sides. especially to each nation's oil in· 
dustries. Both nations are largely depen-
dent on their oil exports, and the bomb- <i 
ing of oil refineries on both sides has 
caused an array of problems and slow-
ed down economic growth. The tactics 
of the war differ drastically. Iran has tried 
to win ground and tactical victories, Iraq 
• has ch~n to launch major air attacks. 
Both sides. however, have suffered ma-
jor human losses. An estimated 100,000 
Iraqis and 200.000 Iranians have died 
during the rourse of the war. 
Dutch against NATO 
Amsterdam;S8ptember 21: About 1000 
demonstrators painted cars and buildings 
as they marched to AmSterdam Harbour 
to protest the presence of 22 Nonh Atlan-
tic Treaty Organization (NATO) warships. 
The protesters claim that several of the 
ships were carrying nuclear weapons. A 
group of so demonstrators tried- to ap-
proach the British carrier Ark Royal in 
small vessels, but were stopped by har-
bour police. Several protesters were ar-
rested for throwing paint and other ob-
jens at the police. 
Help tor Soviet J~ws 
,. Chlcago,llllnols;Septamber 21: A doc-
tor at Northwestern University has form-
ed an international committee of physi-
cians to help monitor medical conditions 
of Jewish political prisoners in the Soviet 
Union. The committee, the International 
Physicians· Commission for the Protec-· 
tion of Prisoners. has approximately 
eig_hty members, according to co-
chairman Dr. Martin N. Molew. The 
members come from the United States, 
Canada. Great Britain, Israel, and Sweden. 
Chairman Molew believes that the only 
way to influence the Soviet Union on the 
subject of Soviet Jewery is through 
pressure and public relations. According 
to the committee, many of the prisoners· 
problems begin after they apply to 
emigrate to Israel. 
Fr_ench hostages 
Be1rut,Labanon;S8ptamber 21: An Ira-
qi opposition group said that French 
hostages in Lebanon would suffer if two 
Iraqis deported from France were not 
allowed to return to Paris soon. The state-
ment w·.is iSSued by the Beirut-based 
regional office of the Dawa Party. which 
is made up of Shiite Moslerns. The group 
suppprts the Iranian government, which 
h~ been at war with Iraq for six year.;;. 
France deported the two Iraqi students 
for their alleged involvement in terroriSt 
bombings. 
Stocks and dollar up 
New York Clty,NY;Septamber 22: The 
stock market and the U.S. doUar had their 
best ctar in many weeks, with the Dow 
Jones Industrial Average riSing 30.80 
points up to 1793.45: this was its biggest 
leap since the September 4th reoord high 
of 1919.71. lnvestois are still being cautious, 
however, since the event of the biggest 
one-day faU since 1929, on this past 
September Uth. The volume on the New 
York Stock Exchange totaUed 126.1 million 
shares, the slowest day in almost a 
month. The dollar has risen from its five-
year low, especially against the German 
mark with a two percent rise. 
Reagal'.I talks at U.N. 
United Natlons,N.Y.;September 22: 
President Reagan addressed the United 
Nations General Assembly. and said In 
his speech that recent arms oontrol talks 
between the United States and the Soviet 
Union could signify the beginning of 
serious progress on nuclear arms reduc-
tions. However, he also noted that the 
relations between the two countries have 
been hampered by the arrest of journalist 
Nicholas Daniloff. which Reagan termed 
a "transgression against human rights." 
Sovjet hijacking 
Moscow;S8ptember 22: Two hijackers, 
identified as N.R. Mantsev and s.v. 
Yagmurzi, seized a Tupolev 134 airliner 
on a stopover in the city of Ufa. in the 
Soviet Union. On the way to the airport, 
"tRe two had abducted a cabdriver and 
forced him to chive, killing two policemen 
in the process. On the plane, they open-
ed lire and killed two passengers before 
being shot themselves by security forces. 
The men are identified only as "drug 
addicts", but the timely release of this 
disaster information is attributed to the 
Gorbachev infonnation policy which pro-
vides relative promptness of reporting. In 
the past, hijackings have gone unreponed 
for weeks. 
Jets bomb guerillas 
Belrut,Labanon;Septamber 23: Israeli 
jets bombed suspected Palestinian 
guerilla bases in Lebanon, just east of 
Beirut, and set at least four of their targets 
on fire. The assault came only one day 
.after Israel iined its Lebanese borders 
with hundreds of troops in order to warn 
Shiite Moslem rebels against any further 
attacks on Israel's security zone in 
southern Lebanon. Syrian President 
Assad threatened a "stunning retaliation" 
if Israel decided to raid Lebanon. 
Reagan veto possible 
Washington D.C.;S8ptamber 23: White 
House officials claim thai President 
-----Ri>,agan will veto a South African sanc-
tions bill this week, despite warnings 
from Senator Richard Lugar, the chairman 
of the Senate Foreign Relations Commit-, 
tee, that doing so would look like an 
"apology for apartheid." Senator Lugar 
predided that the Congress would easi-
ly override the veto, and that the Senate 
would be likely to also. White House 
spokesman. Larry Speakes, says that 
President Reagan may impose executive 
sandions against Pretoria, but "the Presi-
dent still has not made a decision on it." 
These executive sandions will comprise 
most of what is included in the bill, but 
will exclude key elements such as the 
barring of imponation of South African 
products, like coal. textiles. and certain 
agricultural produds. Senator LUgar in-
tends to lead the effort to override a 
pr~idential veto. 
, Nuclear tragedy code 
Vlanna,Austria;S8ptamber 23: Soviet 
radio has announced that decontamina-
tion has been completed at one of the 
Chernobyl reactors, and it will be return-
ed to service sometime next month. In 
a separate study, the Lawrence Llver-
moore National Laboratory estimated that 
longterm fallout from the April 26th 
disaster will equal the total from all 
n'uclear tests and bombs ever expkxled. 
In this vein, the International Atomic 
Energy Agency's directors have approv-
ed the first comprehensive international 
code of behaviour in case of nuclear ac-
cidents. Included are the obligalion for a 
• nation to immediatly inform neighbour-
ing states of the danger, as we~ as an 
estimate of expected radiatiol\ levels. 
Also, a call for the international rnobili7.a-
tion of nuclear experts. medical person-
nel, and civil authorities to assisl in the 
evacuation of effected areas and tend to 
victims. The measures aren't expected 
to meet resistance from lhe hgency's 
members. -ed . that the expulsion or the U.N. 
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OPINIONS/LETTERS. 
Are students numbers or people? 
To the Editor: television (basic cable), a phone 
(unlimited local calls), a 
To understand the temporary bathroom (not nice, but useable) 
housing situation, one must and an air conditioner. Not bad? 
understand what happens many It gets better. There was a bus 
months before we arrive on service that began at 6:30 am 
campus. It is a complicated pro- (9:30 on Sat. & Sun.) and ended 
ces.s involving numbers, percen- at midnight (1:00 am on 
rages, spaces and money. weekends). The bus left campus , 
Those involved try their best to every hour on the hour and 
anticipate how many students departed The Kenton Plaza 
will be coming and where they every hour on the half hour. 
can be housed. If this is true, you They also received a room 
say, then why do we have tern- rebate of $166.00. They also had 
porary housing? Well, to make a a Resident Assistant. These are 
long story short, the numbers the facts. Now for the results. 
didn't .work out. More people If you missed the bus, there 
came than we had spaces for. was an hour wait for the next 
· Hence, temporary housing (i.e. one. If you were at the Plaza, 
triples, lounges, and the Kenton you either called a cab or miss-
Plaza). ed the class. If you were on 
By the way, in that listing of campus, you could always go 
this complicated process, you study. The last thing I wanted to 
may notice one word is missing. do by the end of the day was to 
That word is people. I've been go to the library. What about that 
told that numbers are the same hour you have between 
. 
most important time in a 
freshperson's life is those first 
three weeks of class. This is the 
time you meet some of your 
best friends and worst enemies. 
College is a whole new 
ballgame. Some people are 
leaving home for the first time . 
and that transition will be hard 
enough. Yes, the Kenton 
students made friends among 
themselves, but imagine all of 
the things they missed out on. 
Think·about your first weeks in 
a Res. hall and then imagine it 
never happens. Imagine <:'Qming 
up to campus and feeling like 
you don't belong. What happens 
when you are finally moved on-
to campus and you have to set-
tle io again? To mov_e on to an 
already established floor With its 
cliques. Leaming to adjust to clif-
f erent situations is a good thing 
to be able to do but (And l hate 
to say it, but it's true) for the 
amount· of money you pay, 
should you have to adjust to a 
six-person lounge or The Kenton 
Plaza? Temporary housing is 
something they all knew about 
and it was their choice to come. 
But why should you be penaliz-
ed for wanting to come to a 
quality institution? Ithaca College 
is good, but right now it's look-
ing pretty bad. 
some temporarily housed 
students will have problems-
some won't. Some students 
didn't mind living off campus-
some did. IC is expanding: We 
have a new union and more 
good things are on the ~ay. The 
more students. the more money 
Ithaca College can put back into 
· our campus, but at what cost? 
Ithaca must mean something 
to us if .we are all still here. Our 
money helps to pay the bills 
around here, which would mean 
we all should be taken into ac-
count when decisions are to be 
made. I'm standing up to be 
counted, what about you? 
I've given you the facts, you 
decide. Everyone is out of The 
Kenton Plaza, but there are still 
people (not numbers) in lounges 
and triples. The people in charge 
did their best, but there's ob-
viously a problem. Only those 
who lived or are still living in 
temporary housing know what 
it's like. Only those who know 
the facts can judge. I was the 
R.A. in The Kenton Plaza for 
three weeks. I have also work-
.. ed for Residential Life for two 
years and have taken the irne to 
get the facts. I see a problem · 
and I'm worried. What about 
you? . 
Mlchael D. Pouncy 
Music, '88 
things as people. Hmmm. When classes? Why not go home and 
you say that, I start to worry. take a nap? It wasn't worth it for 
You should too. a_Kenton student. By the time 
For those of you who didn't you arrived at the Plaza, it's time 
know it, The Kenton Plaza Motel to return to campus. You could Battle for stickers 
is located on Route 13 across always go study. 
from Tops Friendly Markets. It What about social life? Living To the Editor: 
really is not a bad place. Each off campus is great for an up- If students think that parking is 
student was placed in a double perclassman, but what about if a problem on campus, I'd like 
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through just to get parking 
stickers. I was · not able to 
receive my permanent parking 
permit from the Traffic Bureau 
because I was told that I need-
ed to present my car registration 
(which was recently lost). This 
summer. I never received the 
forms in the mail necessary to 
pre-register my car as l have · 
done for the past two years. Had 
I gotten those forms that l was 
entitled to receive. l would have 
been able to register my rar by 
mail without showing any 
registration whatsoever. When 
attempting to ·get my parking 
stirkers upon arrival this year. I 
was told that I mll'>t first go to 
the Depanment of Motor Vehicle 
(OMV) and apply for a new 
registration. In an attempt to do 
as the IC Traffic Bureau re- · 
quested. I was not able to 
receive a nrw regL<;tration from 
] the DM\'. The vehirle is 
lr~!nior 
While sitting in our 2:00 rlass. 
contemplating happy hour over 
the voice of onf' of our all-roo 
eager educators of this fine in-
stitution, we never realized the 
· pa. ty that was in store. Being 
members of the preparatory 
committee for the senior cla<;s 
we enthusiastically arrived ear-
ly. Our official duty wai, 10 rip 
tickets. Little diet we know that 
once you begin to drink beer 
from a sweating cup and rip 
orange tickets. the roloring 
would remain on our hands. It 
was now easy t9 tell who the 
laborers were: whether they be 
beer fillers. money collectors. 
l.D. checkers:- hamburger flip-
l=dt:===="===~==;:M:;==-'e;;====;;M;;====-"===.tt.dJ pers. or ticket rippers. 
registered under my f ather·s 
name (cheaper insurance). and 
l then realized that he is the one 
who must apply for the new 
registration. Considering that my 
current registration is due to ex-
pire in December of 1986, l realiz-
ed that this process through the 
OMV would rost my father un- ' 
necessary money and more im-
portantly, time. Even if he had 
the time to take off work and 
drive to the DM\' (about 2s-:m 
miles from our home) for my 
new registration. I would not 
have received in tht' mail by the 
time my temporary stickers 
(issued ro me by the IC Traffic 
Bureau) had expired. This Li, 
why I am in the process of ap-
pealing the parking tirkt't I wa'i 
issued while parked in the pro-
per lot. (Thr ticket ram<' on the 
exact day that th<' tt:'mporan· 
sticker t'xpired - how efficient!!) 
I then asked lhe · two 
t~mploye{'S at the IC Traffic 
Bureau to explain the rca'ion 
why students were able to 
register tht'ir rars hy · mail 
wirholll showing any re~istration 
forms: while they demanded to 
see mine simply because I ap-
plied in person. They had no 
answer for me: they simply 
couldn't explain the rationale for 
this procedure. but said that it 
··might'" eventually be changed. 
Ha~ one of them agr~ed to walk 
outside to the parking lot with 
me to see the registration in my 
car window. they would haw· 
realized that it was · up to dale 
and perfectly legit. Neither onr 
would agree to do that for me 
(perhaps because it was raining 
that day). They simply told me 
that I must pay my fi\'f' dollar 
lint' or appeal it. They the_n 
issut'd mt' another set of tem-
porary stickers that will simply 
expire again in seven days. 
Thank you. Lillian Tavt>lli and 
the Ithaca College Traffic 
Bureau. for helping to make my 
stay h<'re at lthara a mt'moralJI<' 
one. 
James Burns 
TV/R, '88 
class success 
The enter1ainmen1 was pro-
vi<_ied bv our very own 
"MILC". As everyone swayed 
to the ffill'iir tht' party got under 
way. As the theme was "Get 
happy with the class of 87". one 
could easily see by the emerg-
ing s~iles that the goals of oui 
four rlass representatives wrre 
•
1being reached. With all their hard 
· work the kegs were drainrd and 
the food wa'i ingested. 
As ll'>ual. at the end of any 
pany. there is always that dread-
, ed task of deaning up. But with 
the high-spirited morale of a 
group of great people. this clean 
up was different. But why would 
we smile and laugh as wr 
scrubbed the walls of Texto(! 
Yep. that's jus1 what we did. wr 
snubbed tht' walls to eliminate 
all pre-party advertising. Wt· 
then thrt>w in our towels with 
smiles as we realized tht' t'\'en-
ing had just begun. Hats off 10 
Mr. David Lissy (Presidt'nt). Mr. 
Andrew Katz (Vice-President). 
Mr. Marr Bloom (Treasurer). and 
Miss Michele Nolan (Secretal)'). 
and the senior class for their 
c1t'voted enthusiasm which is 
making our last year at J.C. rhe 
best. Though we must 
re~e~ber that this is only thf' 
begmmng of eighr months of 
justified fun . 
P.S. - Cheers to '"HANDS 
ACROSS 1.C." 
Alyssa Wiener 
Business, '87 
Lisa Walder 
Business, '87 
septe...-.ner·2s 1986 
Thanks to BOC 
To the Editor: 
I would just like to take a mo-
ment to thank all those who put 
forth their time on the 'Hooters· 
. show. The show was outstan-
ding and I attribute that to all the 
hard working and dedicated ih-
diViduals who gave when called 
upon. Your enthusiasm and 
determination to make tf'\is show 
what it was, a great success, 
made my last fall show in Ben 
Light Gym one that will be long 
remembered. 
Also, a special thanks to my 
Board. It was a pleasure as 
al~ays wor~ng with you, and 
your dedication and prof es-
sionalism showed in the quality 
of this show. 
To JoAnn Sheeran. our 
trustworthy advisor. thanks for 
your guidance and support. 
Last, but not least, a special 
thank you to Chris Vallely. 
Without you. none would have 
been possible. Neil, Wash, Chris, 
Mia, Todd, Cheryl. Greg, Kathy, 
Jeff. Mac, and Haus: Ya Done ' 
Great!! Again, thanks to 
everyone1and I look forward to 
working with all Qf you on the 
next show. 
Scott Harris, Chairperson 
Bureau of Concerts 
Opportunities 
on JC campus 
~ou're sta11ding in Friends 
Hall waiting for a class to begin; 
in front of you is a bulletin board 
fiJ/ed with flyers, You 're not pay-
ing any attention to the board. 
Instead you 're thinking about 
whether you should order 
Dominos or Rogans for dinner. 
On your way into your dorm, 
again, you meet up -with a 
bulletin board and once again 
you bypass it. 
With the just month of school 
completed most of us are set in-
to our daily routine. Going to 
classes, studying for exams, cat-
ching up with old friends and 
making new ones are all part of 
our busy day, While all of these 
aspects of college life are impor-
tant, college offers much more 
than what can be offered in a 
classroom or do,rm room. 
Just once, take a minute to 
read the flyers posted 'on the 
bulletin boards across campus. 
They may contain something of 
interest to you. In the past f'cve 
years, there has been a significant 
increase in the number of clubs 
and organizations on campus. 
Approximately 120 are n·ow 
recognized cmnpus-wide. In ad-
dition, varsity and intramural 
sports are available. 
Clubs and Organkations range 
'from political to religious, and 
1 entertainment to the most com-
: mon, academics. Much of your 
i knowledge is obtained inside a 
. classroom; however, you can 
think of an outside activity as a 
supplement to your textbook and 
lectures. It can offer a variety of 
real life marketable and profes-
sional experiences in the areas of 
interpersonal and organizanonal 
skills. In addition, your involve-
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ment can increase your 
awareness of your choices of a 
, career path and be a stepping 
stone to building contacts for a 
job upon graduation. Clubs and 
organwitions also exist for sheer 
entertainment purposes. Many of 
us need to relax from our hectic 
schedules. 
If you can't seem to fmd a club 
that is of interest to you, create 
'your own. The Campus Ac-
tivities Office welcomes students 
who wish to form their own club 
or organization. 
Only you have the ability to 
make your college experience the .. 
best possible. Don't sit around · 
waiting for people to recruit you. 
Clubs and organizations don't 
believe in the 'begging method' 
to obtain members. They want 
students who want to be involv-
ed so their hard work and dedica-
tion will shine through. The 
flyers on the bulletin boards are 
for you. They inform you of 
organizational meetings, but the 
next step is yours. 
Now that your schedule is 
The following editorials do not 
necessarily reflect the opinions 
of the Ithacan staff. All Letters to 
the Editor must be received by 
at the Ithacan 
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made and you 're into a routine, 
take some time and pencil 
yourself in /or an extra-curricular 
activity yow opportunity to grow 
can be enhanced by your involve-
ment. One must give to receive. 
Ithaca College is giving oppor-
tunities to you, give them a 
chance and you can't lose!. ' 
Gail Kaplan 
Editorials Editor 
PERSONALSPERSONALS!!!!l 
. . 
LIW: 
E.M.L 500 is calling our name. 
Let's pop the Asti and party 
soon. 1.Yl.M"! 
U,IA 
Kand M: 
Thanks so much for tile mural. 
I'll keep it close to my skull 
forrvPr. 
1.m·t·. Zeppo 
roctay ... Watergate 
tomorrow. You're grear!! 
Love ya: 
Asparagus 
To my friends ... The v~ggies: 
Donk. Donk!! Wt':'re freaks! 
Love. 
Asparagus 
Ttocs. 
Er'uoy Lufredonw! 
ASil 
Hudson.Kendell.Commons 
Crew: 
Will we really make it to 
Graduation? Can we accept our 
Diplomas at the Pines? Looking 
forward to the best of times--
OUT OF HAND!! 
J. 
Lori: 
· Four luxurious days and three 
relaxing nights at the rehab. 
center--Fall Break--Give me a 
clue! 
Kim: 
I love your form ... tennis form 
that is. Maybe we can piny with 
ecich other this weekcn<I... H·n· 
nis that is. 
Your tennis admirer 
H.: 
Happy 20111 Hirtllclay!! 
I.on· ya. 
Glenn 
To K an<I K in 26-1-4: 
A grf'at big thanx! You nldde 
my day! 
Low and Miss ya. 
Beth 
To Chris\' .. : 
Thanks for your help. I will 
miss working with you. Best of 
luck to you and Tom. 
Neil 
Kathy and Maureen: 
. Happy Birthday! When do wr 
drink"! (You know my answer) 
ILY!! 
--96B traffic rnntrol woman 
·. Lau: 
Our love and patience will en-
dure thf" distance. 
O.K. 
To the VIC Exec's: 
Thanks for all your creativity, 
enthusiasm. oh, and of course, 
time!! You're all doing a fan-
tastic job!! 106 VIC ROCKS! 
Janet 
D.13.: 
Thanks for a \'t•ry special 
,veekencl. Trusr rnr. I'm not 
alv\·ays likt· my friemls.11.Y. 
Me 
Dough: 
I brr you ncn·r want 10 rum 21 
c1gain. Still ll<·sr frien<ls-right'! 
Lovr.12 and T 
l>t'ar Cheff Tell: 
Do rou mind if I jusr eat the 
peanuts'? 
Love. Marcia Bradr 
Liss: 
We heard the blue light workers 
anxiously awaiting electricily 
120 NY SEG 
Spike: 
Wher<" is my present? H's not 
too late to Pledge you kno\v. 
Call me. 
Your favorite sister 
Anne: 
When will I see your face 
again.? 1. think it's time for a 
family reunion. Don't you? 
Your Iii' sis. 
Karby: 
Oh how cute! But I won't tell. or 
I'll try not to! You're a great 
friend. You're milk n· cookies 
gal! 
Stacy H.: 
I guess you're not THAT bad. 
(Ha. ha) 
Mr. Urda: 
You'rr a fox. but !just wi~ll you 
would SMILE a little n1orc 
K. 
,-\nnie Bananit': 
You\·c been a l)ig help and a 
v,·ry special friend. I wish you 
<lid nor ha\"(' to mm·<·. 
Horwy Bbcut 
Kelly: 
Thanks for being a hig ~bt<·r ro 
us and stuff. 
LOW',K ,md M 
. Hey you Canadian: 
I never stared at you in English· 
-hut thanks for letting mt' carry 
your books 
T!'! 
Steve: . 
Thanks for all tht· help with 
Chem. 
The P.T. major with too many 
questions 
To Lowly: 
And the man with the deviated 
septum. We need ninja practice 
in the park.'Please come soon. 
Not feeling too good. 
Love. Oil Can 
To the kids in Disneyland: 
So I have a bit of a problem 
with reality. It happens. 
Thanks for dealing. 
Ellen 
Dearest Meissibutt and Jo-Jo: 
Happy Birthday! Eat tons of 
cake and drink spirits. 
We love you. 
Your lounge buddies. Missa 
and Nie 
Rex and Harrison: 
Thanks for the ride 
Ft·e Fee and Hoxanrw 
Tammy: 
You·vr gor a friend 
Suzie 
Trolly and B'Call: 
If long distance is the next best 
thing to being there. what is 
this? Terrific. right"? 
Love. Spud 
D.K.: 
DO you think we will ever need 
the green ones? At this rate. 
we're in good shape. 
ILY. 
L.M.F. 
~ R.B.: 
If we studied for the GRE'S half 
as much as we talk about it, we 
wouldn't be in such a panic--
Relax. we'll do fine. 
· Love. LK 
The Group: 
I can't wait-Da. doot, do, do ,do 
etc. I need a pair of NU SHOOZ! 
Vacancies available in the 
Rosebud Beach Motel! The 
best is yet to come. 
L.M.F. 
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ANNOUNCEMENTS 
' ' 
Smoke stoppers lnsig .. ts olid 
ock 
THE STUDENT GOVERNMENT Internshi· P SHUTILE IS NOW RUNNING. Toe 
route is from the Hudson Heights to 
the flagpole at Textor to "Y"- Lot at Develop your professional skills and 
NCR. It is a continuous route stopp- make valuable contacts in the career 
ing at each location every 10-15 field of your choice. An internship 
minutes. can help students in every major ac-
SOlid Rock 106 VIC. Ithaca's only . MON.-THURS.,-7:Joam to ll:OOpm quire impressive credentials to 
album rock station, announces its make their applications stand out 
,._ FRl.-7:3Q-6:00pm 
special Sl!nday programming. The and improve their chances of getting SAT.-12:Q0-6:00pm - . 
Tompkins Community Hospital's 
next smoke Stoppers Information 
session will be on Monday, sept.29 
at 7:30 p.m. in the New Medical Of-
fice Building Conference Room 105, 
Tompkins Community Hospital. All 
interested persons are invited to at-
tend. For further information. contact 
Alma s. Coats. Director of Health 
Education at 274-4421. 
Are you a non-communications ma-
jor who has always been interested 
in_ working on a show?Now is your 
chance. Insights, channel 13's in-
vestigative reporting program is 
looking for writers and researchers. 
If your interested contact Gretchen 
vogelsberS! at 272-8181. 
day begins with"Toe Heart and Soul that first job. If you are entering your SUN.9:00am-10:00pm 
of Rock-n-Roll". Hosts Liala Susech ~--------------- junior or senior year and have a 
and Doug Alford start every Sunday Resource Files minimum GPA of 2.5, Marymount 
with six hours of your favorite The ChrTstian :-science Monitor College Tarrytown t;an place you in 
classic rock. At three. o· clock join Resource Files will be set up across a &week summer internship. super-
.Janet Snyder and Steve Zuk as they from the bookstore between the vise your placement and grant you 
countdown the top 40 rock songs of Towers on Tuesday, October 7th, 3 academic credits.Costs: 15 dollars 
Ithaca on "Ithaca's Rock 40". At six and Wednesday, october Bth. from application fee. 350 dollars without 
tune into Ithaca's only sports talk -1oam to 4pm. the files contain up 10 credit and 450 dollars with 3 a~its. 
show, "Sportsrap". And to round the minute articles on topics useful For further information and to ar-
out the day "PM 106 Magazine" for writing papers.preparing range an interview. contact: Intern-
keeps you in tune with the current . speeches. studyin~ for exams---all : ship Program. Marymount College. 
happenings in news. free. · Tarrytown NY. 10591. (914) 631-3200 
Advisory Board Members 
ADVISORY BOARU MEMBERS 
NEEDED. The Ithaca College 
Counseling (',enter is looking for 
volunteers to serve on the Advisory 
Board for the 1986-87 academic year, 
Students interested in applying can 
pick up applications at the Counoil-
ing Center. The deadline for all ap-
plications is 10/10/86 
Newswatch 6 ........ : ............ . 
Sportsix .............................. . 
The Couples Quiz ............ .. 
Rockworld ........................ .. 
Campus Currents ............. .. 
Late News ......................... . 
Tht" Comedy Break ............ . 
TING 
7:00 
7:15 
7::m 
8:00 
9:00 
9:15 
9::m 
HAT'S HAPPENING-
Thursday 
Ithaca College Handwerkt"r Gallery 
pwsents City Light. Photographs of 
rht" American City. Gannett Center 
Resume Workshop. Main Chapel . 
2:00-3:30 p.m. 
Alcoholics Anonymous Mtg .. Phillips. 
Chapel. 7:00-8:00 p.m. 
Classic Film presents High Noon 
Textor 102. 7:30 p.m. 
Guest Artist. Samuel A.Ider. Lecture. 
Nabenhauer Room. 8:00p.m, 
Sigma Alpha Iota Formal Rush Par-
ty. Terrace 9A lounge. 8:00 p.m: 
Gaming Club meeting. Friends 9 
p.m.- midnight 
Septembe1:25 
Monday 
On-Campus Hmuiting, Main Chapel. 
3:00-4:00 p,m, 
Friends Of lsrac·I \leeting. Chapel. 
4:30 p.rn. · 
Gay and Lesbian :\lhann· meeting. 
Laub Hoom. Mullt'r Chapel. 7:<Xl -
9:0o p.m. 
Hislory Cit.ill. TB.\. 8:00 p,lll, 
Syr,H Lb<' Symphony Orchc!->lra. 
Ford :\uclitorium. 830 p,m 
.\I .-\non \1e<·ting. Phillips Hoom, 
Chc1pd, H:J0-10:00 p.rn, 
Friday 
Freshman Interfaith Retreat at Arnot 
Forest sponsored by tht" Religious 
Council 
LC. Womt"n's Varsity Tennis at 
IC:\C's (RIT) 
Shabbat Services. Chapel. 6:00 p.m. 
Sr\B Films prt"sents Pretty In Pink 
Textor 102. 7 & 9::m p.rn. 
Wind Ensemble. Rodney Wintht"r. 
Conductor. Ford .-\uditoriurn. 8:15 
p,m, 
Tuesday 
LC. \'arsity \\'omcn·s Soffer \'S. 
Gt'll<'SC'O .• UO p.m. 
ln1crYi1·w Workshop. \1,1in C11,1pd, 
3::m-5:00 p.rn. 
Fdalcl Party ,II King Dc1,·ic1's. I lilld, 
7:00 p.m. 
Stuett·111 c;m·<·rnm<·111 \l<·cting. li,m-
rwtt Ill. H:<><> p.m. 
Felt ulty m·citdi. 1na\'icl Benn,m 
Flul<' anti John cm·1·n . Horn. Foret 
:\udiloriurn. H:15 p.nL 
.\nlt'rican \larke1ing \Ilg .. l·ncnds 
204. H::m !UlL 
' 
,, ):. 
Saturday 
· Freshman Interfaith Retreat at Arnot 
Forest sponsored by the Religious 
Council 
I.C. \·arsity \·olleybalV Ithaca Collegt" 
Classic, with Allegheny. Keuka Col-
lege, Pace University. Clark 
Uniwr,irv 1o·nn il.m. (HI 
Shabbat !',<'1v1n:~. Chapel. 10:ooa.rn 
Sr. \'oice. Kenneth ShetsieK. Ford 
Auditorium. 2:cx> p.m. 
.Jr.Horn. Richard <irrf. Ford 
Auditorium. 4:00 p.m. 
Catholi:!.iturgy, Chapel. 6:30 p.m. 
Sr. Horn . .Judith \1yers. Nabenhauer 
Room. 7:0o p.m. 
Sr\B Films prt"sents IIPrt"tty in Pink, 
Tt"xtor 102. 7 & 9:30 p.m. 
S.\B Films pwsents '!Horky Horror 
Picture Show··, Gar<lm Quad. 11:l><l 
p.m. 
Sdihot Sc·rviC<'!->. 12:00 p.m.- \lid-
night. Muller Chapel. l'rcn·t·d<·d l>\· 
a \\'irw an(I Ch('('S(' gl'l-tog!'tlwr. 
Mullt·r Chapel 
>. 
Wednesday 
L,1,<,1 Day to \\'1thdri1,,· With "\\"' 
Block I COlff,S(''., 
Fing<·r Lakes Tour spon~or:·d by tlw 
.-\clrnissions Olfin· 
Gaurrwr: String Quartet \lc1s11·r 
Classc·s. Ford .\uditoriurn & 
;>,.;alwnhatwr Hoom. I - .! p.m. 
LL \'arsily Mt'll'!-> SO('C'('f \'S, l,('-
\loync Colleg1·. 4:00 p.m. 
lk!->lllll(' \\'ori-,<,)10p, 1'11illip<, l{OOlll, 
-1-:()(J-'>:.lO (Ull, 
U: \'c1rsit, \'ollt·\·ti,111 \'S Orwon-
1,11C:olg,1tt·. fi:C)(l p.m. 
·\SI'.\ ~Ilg.. :\IO!J Smiddy H,111. 
7:()()-8:()()p,lll, 
Opm \ttg. of tlw llilld l<'\\'ISh C:om-
rnunny. Citws1 Sp<·aker. Dcl\'id 
Mako,·sy, l'ws. ot \\'UIS. He will he 
s1waking on l<'wish s1uclents 
:\round the World. Chapel. H:oo p.m. 
C:.J>. Snow l.ec·tun· Series. 
"Tc·rhnology and Survival" l>v Dr. 
William Calctirntt. Textor 102. ·8:00 
p.m. 
Sunday 
Catholic Liturgy. Chapel. 10:15 a.m. 
and 1:00 p.m. 
Prott"stant St"rYices. Chapel. 11:30 
a.rn. 
SAB Film prest"nts s·txteen 
Candles . Textor 102. 7 & 9:30 p.m. 
SAB Opt"n Mikt" Night. Towt"rS Din-
ing llall. 9:00 p.rn. . 
28 
Thursday 
lir<1ctui11<· S('hool. Main Chapel. 11:()()-
12:00 p,lll, 
(ic1y ,UHi U·sl>ian :\lliancc 1nc·cting. 
l.c1uh Boom. \lullt"r Chapel. 
7:()()-9:00p.lll, 
Org,mization Mtg. ior Co-
lkrn·,11ion,1I \'ollc·yball. l'-5 Hill 
C:cntc·r. 7:l)(l p.m. 
< :1,N·,i< · I 'ilms pwsents rhe Big l :.u-
niv al Textor 102. ,:JO p.m. 
l .<'<1uw. T<·c·hnology ,mct Surd,·c1l 
l)r,\\'illi,1111 I.It C:aletirntt.S20.!, 
,::m-1c1 oo p.m. 
lntemation,ll Programs Slid<' Show & 
Party 1"0lct-Timer's Nite"), <iannt"tl 
111.8:oo- 10:00 p.rn. 
Farulty lkrital. Mirheal Gal\·an 
Clarinet, Foret :\uclitoriurn. 8:15 p.m. 
:\lroholirs :\nonymous Mlg .. Pl1ill1ps 
Room. Chapel 7:CX>-8:<Xl p.m. 
Gaming Club Mtg.. Frit"ncts :m.i: 9 
p.m. --midnight 
F ., ,,,.,,.AA ... 
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~1tHA CAN VARIETY .... 
This Week in Arts and Leisure 
Ithacan/Adam RIIISl_'lttr 
Hooters dazzle crowd 
By Mary Maguire 
"Maybt' the bt'st show Ben 
Light Gym hac, sern in years." 
was ont' fan·s commt'nt after 
the Hooters' ronrnt on Sunday 
night. It is all wlevant to personal 
taste: howew·r. to say the least 
lht' show was entertaining and 
t'nergetic. 
Befort' the show. the Hooters. 
Roh Hvman. Eric Bazilian. lohn 
Lilh.'V, · Andv King. and Da\'id 
Uosikkinen . explained thry 
werr "frazzled Vt't rxcilt'd .. 
about tht' show that would com-
plt'tt" their thret'-wrrk tour. 
Bazilian (\'ocals. guitar. sax. 
mandolin) called thest' past 
thret" weeks a sort of ct'lehra-
tion. and type of rt'union after 
ha\'ing the summt"r off. "It has 
been great being back together: 
we all seem to lX' moving in tht' 
samt' dirt'ction ... 
ThLi; "togrtherness" was e,·i-
dent oner the Hootrrs took the 
stagr. Tht'y opened with "Blood 
From a Stone". onf" of thr:most 
requt"sted songs from thr Ner-
vous Mghtalbum. Nervous Night 
was strongly repr~srntf'd in the 
first half hour as the Hooters con-
tinurd with "Hanging on a Hrart-
l)t'at". "South Frrry Road".:·she 
Comes in Colors". and "Don·, 
Takf' My Car Out Tonight". The 
crowd l)t'camr em·t'loped in the 
music about the timr "South 
Ferry Road" hrgan. and they 
didn't let go until rnurh later in 
tlw concert. 
The stage show was just ai; 
strong as uosikkinrn ·s drum 
!x>at. which at times felt as if it 
was pounding right from your 
own heart. Andy Kir.~. with a 
touch of somr old Elvis mm·rs. 
and John Lillry. sauntrrrd up 
and down thr stagr in a 
rhythmically choreographed 
manner. The lights began to play 
an an is tic rolt" af trr "She C'..omes 
in Colors". with the rntirf' gym 
going black except for thr rain-
how~lit ba<'kdrop. 
Ewn though thr Hootrrs con-
tiued with their nev .. ·est material. 
"Where Do All the Chilctrrn Go". 
":\II You Zombirs". and "Day 
by Day". thry proved the hooter 
1thr group's nickname for a Hon-
ner Mrlodira. a hybrid keyboard 
l:larmonica). can hf' incorporated 
into other tunes. Hyman (vocals. 
keyboards. Hooten. one of the 
original Hooters. wailed 
humorously on tht' instrument 
before asking the crowd.!'ls 
Ithaca ready?" 
Characteristically. the Ithaca 
crowd didn't let this band down 
as they. hollarrd and danc<"d 
away thf' rrrnaining segment of 
the set. Highlights include a slo\\' 
and mrmorablr version of Elton 
John's "Lucy in thr Sky", and a ' 
bcr-bop ending with ",\nd Wr 
Dancrd." 
Not long after thr Hooters left 
the stagr. the encow chrrrs 
brought them hack into thr 
spotlight. Thry played some old 
tunes off of thrir independrntly 
released EP Amore. This music 
was not as commrrcial and it 
had a stronger rock sound. Hf'rr 
they lost somr of the singers in 
the crowd: however. it gave an 
avid Hooter fan (probably from 
Philadelphia). a chance to proud-
ly exhuberate his long time 
dedication bv cheerin~.dancin~. 
and singing. 
One more time the Hootrrs left 
the stage. and wrrr encorrd 
right back on. Thr final set con- , 
tinurd to includr old Hooter ·"' 
songs. Thr intt"rrsting tunr was , 
Hyman ·s VC"rsion of a Cyndi 
Lauprr song "Time After Timr." 
Not only did he add a certain 
srnsitivity to the song. but hr is 
also thr co-author. 
The Hooters said their good 
byes and their thank-yous onlv 
to head home and right baC'k in-
to the recording studio. The nrxt 
albwn will again be produced by 
Rich Chertoff. It will includt< • .1 
some new sounds. which the 
Hooters definitely need. King 
said to expect an album filled 
with banjos. accordians. rap 
sounds. and a strong emphasis 
from the Louisiana area. 
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-~A Ult Western: • · Of when· ~ GIMn g u ~ !.! !i9™~ ~s~m ofhff"enoor. rne llot it 
In a less cynical world, I would 
say that a group like Adult 
Wmern should be the leading 
edge of any .music scene. 
However, in this cynical world, 
where musical chance-taking is 
quite often rewarded with a one 
way ticket to Podunk.Adult 
Wmern find themselves in the 
position of , vacuum holders: 
They aren't a party band. No 
regurgitated, imitated dance 
mixes for them. They aren't a 
"head" band. They don't wear 
paisley. They don't quote 
Eastern philosophy as the im-
petus for their songs. They tread 
the fine line between ex-
perimentation and accessibility, 
which has so far only got them · 
caught in the middle of a 
paradox. Which way to go? Do 
they follow the proverbial carrot 
at the end of Jhe club-scene, 
whichis to stay the same. finagle 
a record contract, and promptly 
become plastic replicas of their 
original intentions? Or do they 
forge ahead, in the direction of 
outright experimentation? They 
certainly have the guns to do the 
latter. Guitarist Stephanie Pitsas 
is the finest guitarist I have en-
• countered here in Ithaca. Her 
style is not of the "rhythm and 
scratch" mode. where the guitar 
is similiar to the drummer's hi-
hat. Nor is it (entirely! the "slash 
and burn" form of most 
"heavy" guitarist. The main at-
tribute is taste and flexibility. For 
the most part of the show, Pitsas 
holds back, texturing the music, 
while violinist Frank Martinez · 
plays fills, and performs most of 
the solos. But when Frank and 
Stephanie step out a bit, such 
as in "News Blues" the effect is 
stanling. They stand side by 
side, giving and taking in the 
finest improvisational manner. 
They both make their in-
struments howl. which makes 
this critic desire to hear the band 
in an entirely instrumental for-
. mat. But; that would deny one 
the pleasure of hearing their 
well-crafted songs. Since the last 
time I saw the band, they have 
tightened their act to where no 
sound is out of place. no solo 
overwhelms any song. and each 
member of the group lends their 
own individual attitude toward 
the pieces. BassisWocalist Rich 
Depaolo particularly has gone 
through changes since last year. 
He now seems more at ease. 
and less affected and derivative 
SINGING TELEGRAM 
wild, witty, warm, wonderful. A 
special surprise they'O never forget! 
273-4175 
relaxed, and because of that, tht other Deep Purple cover in the 
original songs tend to be mort: set, "Hush," is a piece that has 
ly pushed me up against a back 
wall. This begs the question: 
"Why are they here?" Are they 
here to hear Adult Western 's 
songs, or to simply dance, 
dance, dance. with the band ser-
ving as a surrogate DJ? Maybe 
it's unfair to.look at an audience 
as potential cattle on the dance 
floor, but I worry about this 
band. They have so much 
potential, yet if there isn't a 
change in the audience soon, I 
can foresee unfortunate cir-
cumstances befelling them. 
:rhere is a limit to how far a band 
can go- playing to unreceptive 
ears. The song le; .well perform-
ed. but somehow mildly 
disturbing. 
After"Don't You," they played 
"Dance 'Til Dawn," with the 
dance floor remaining packed. 
The groove is fluid and adven-
turous, no mere 4/4 
mindlessness. Bill King takes a 
rhythmic, brief drum solo here, 
and the first set closes with 
"Snow Sick," more rhythm, 
more dancing but still ... diff erent. 
fle~ble than previously. Older been in the AW set for quite 
originals like "Don't Tell Me awhile. Ttiis is another case of 
Lies," and "Snow Sick," come making a song their own. The 
across like a friend you haven't only time that the band's· per-
seen for years, who suddenly sonality is subjugated by a cover 
has become cultured and tune is in their perfonnance of 
erudite after years of slumming. Simple Minds' number one hit 
Actually, that is a bit harsh, since "Don't You Forget About Me," 
back then.Adult Western~ near the end of the first set. This 
Set two begins with a shift. songs were fairly complete as song illustrated the problem with 
they we.re. They've gone Adult Wester's place in the "Permanent vacation" is a new 
direction for Adult Western. It's 
pretty much a country~e 
shuffle, and bodes well for fur-
through a slow process of "skin· Ithaca music scene. As 590n 
shedding." They"ve moved as the crowd recognized the 
away from past associations song, · the number of dancers 
with Deep Punple, Talking swelled to fill the floor, and near-
• Heads, and Adrian Belew. -
These applications now apply 
more to spare, moments in the 
set than to the show as a whole. 
The present show begins , 
with"Nervous Night~." The 
sound in the Haunt is huge and 
clean. The band has a technical 
edge to theii show and sound, 
which does not intrude upon the 
essential humanity of the perfor-
mance. The rhythm, courtesy of 
DePaolo and Bruford-like drum-
mer Bill King, are never less than 
interesting, often as much,they 
are tightlysy"copated, and sly. 
"Nervous Nights" is a little gem: 
much stronger harmonies than 
in the past, with Stephanie 
holding her own with Rich vocal-
ly here. and with brief. direct 
solos. "Born to Be Wild,·· is the 
first in a series of cover tunes. 
Before you go rushing to hear 
them play "Rock Me Amadeus," 
however, be warned: The 
covers that they have chosen to 
perform are very much filtered . 
through the Adult Western 
scheme of things. "Born ... " is 
more literate and mercurial than 
the original version, utilizing Mar-
tinez' violin as a counter-point to 
Pitsas' guitar. They take the funk 
out of "Take Me to the River," 
making it slide somewhat more 
fluidly than either the T. Heads 
version, or the original. They 
turn Deep Purple's lumbering 
heavy-metal anthem"Smoke on 
the Water" into. well; picture a 
dance remix of the original. and 
you'll get the idea. The dkmge 
is stunning. and true to the 
original, Stephanie takes a long. 
biting solo, choking h~gh _pitched 
Desperately Seeking 1-2 
FEMALES to help make our 
4 bdm;i., Wonderfully Wood-
ed Lake House, a Home. Ex-
cellent for study, Music or Art 
students encouraged! 130 & 
split utilities. On West Shore 
under the tall white smoke 
stack. 
CONTACT GARY eves. 277-3609 
Messages 277-2007 
• Gl~T A TAN FEATURING 
UVA Sunbeds 
With a IN 
ITHA(:A Facial Tanner & 
Stereo within 
. each bed. 
s·sessions for $20.00 
Offer Expires October 2, 1986 
.·.·.·.·.· ... ·.· .......... ·:·:·············································· 
~TAN.Jm,ae~ 
~un TAn cenTER l 
Clinton West. Plaza M 9 9 8 10-1 
-F - I at. . 
Sun. by appt. 
LANCOME• 
PARIS • ~ 
Presents 'MOSAIQUES D' AUTOMNE,' 
Artful Colours Of Interchangeable Beauty. 
For eyes, lips, checks and nails, lhe new way to look: L:.ii,v.lJ,·, 
'Mosaiqucs d' Au1omne• colours. Rich, opulem clem,m, uf uv:,,.u, · 
beauty which- when mixed and layered - do lhe mo,1 fur) a.r 
lool.s nnd sophislicatcd flair. 
Fruin folUoriquc-paucrned tapestries lo golden boucie, •11J 
brncadcs, only Lancome puts you in perfect bcliuty p.:<>p,:, L.-, ",tli 
anful shodcs of red. plum, teal, pcncocl:. cmer~ld, wn,ir.;,t,,, ,., 
metallic shots of colour. 
Come to lhe Lancome counter today an:! let a Lancomc llcaJI) ,\J· 
vi>ur show you how 10 add real finish t? nu1umn's mu»J: 11.1;, • 
change of shapes, tones and textures w1t.h bc.:iuty cu" u,J "Jl'• ,.,c 
For eyes, lips, checks and nails, the new way to look: Lan.:0111", 
'Mosaiques d'Automne' colours. Rich. opulent elem~ms oi uu1~11,n 
beauty which - when milted and layered - do I.he mo.i for vou, 
looks and sophisticated flair. · 
Frum folklorique-pattemcd tapestries to golden boucks .ud 
brocades, only Lancome puls you in perfect bcauiy pcr.pccti" v. uh 
anful shades of red. plum, teal, peacock, emerald, amclhy,1. c'CI\ 
,.;.._.;.alll~~metalhc shols of colour. 
Come lo the Lancomc counter loday and lei a Lancome 13c~uty Au· 
· ·. ·. vhor show you how to add real finish 10 au1umn's mo,wc imcr· 
. · change of shapes, !ones and textures with beauty case li.lld cr.pcni>c 
; ·· ' ms. ... an interplay of textures • moue and shiny. 
£1J~ ... nnfully enlighlcuc<l 
!.f PJ. ... of artistic bclluiy 
NAILS ... blazed in colour 
Lancome Artist Hill be at Holli:y's Counter 
on Sept, 25, 26, 27 - Thurs., Fl"i., Sat, . 
Call for Information & Appt. 
YOUR SfRONG SUIT fOR F"LL ... THE L/\NCOME L6 FOLIO CLOISONNE MAKES ALL YOUII. 
UUSINESS "T JUND DF.1,UTJFUL. RIGHT IN STYLE WITH SIX SENSIBLE TO SENSATIONAL 
LANCOME DEAI/TFIERS. IUST $14.50 wm1 ANY L>,NCOME PURCHASE. 
This 1hiny·bl,ck and dappled Lancume folio (u,ure, "'•b handles~0111 ~1 ccmJon. Full~lir,cJ ulll 
~!:;=:/;"i::t,~~;~rr:~";':'r.ci~:'!:~ ... ~ ywp re.Ahudyp&< o4lallJ.: 
.tlu[ljkLNouri1bln1 H1.dsatin1 Emulsion • • 4 n. oz. Provides dally DOUrilhmenl Llld iaolll\ltl .,bile....,.,..,, 
cJas1mcy. \'our skin wdl thrivroa ii. 
M!IYY• No, JO, Nt1 W1 • • 65 oz. Rcfr.,hln1. hydr11in1 sel llllSqll&, s-hoa 111d redu<:es puffy '1"· 
fil!!ru.f!s!,.Nct Wt •• , oz. ln&IID~Y ruuovea all iypcc or 1yc llllkeup, Pufeol fot w1IOlpr00!1111Uup. 
~:~~w.:.: ~J':.":::..!!'!~~ r~t~~!:""Slhll1l .-n, Wll&lplOOfl wJil, &YCq Aal..-.J· 
R~R~•J.£l'rn.Satin Sllin UpColout in Rose Nacre, Nci WI •• 10 oz. T1>11 lw11iou1, loo1·MVin1 """"'t. lwl., ioo1"Tluurw.- ll!I day. 
~Spr,y, .37 n. oi. ln1cnsely myuerlou, ••• deeply Clpll•llh>1. The ultlmat1 &educlipa. 
Mo1e bcaubful r<110111 10 vis ii lhc I.Income countu tDdlyl 
•\ 
,· 
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''O pen Mike'' returns 
. 
By Robin Hoffman have had their share of bizarre is if you're talented, gifted, or . 1:>e cordially invited to participate exiremely . successful in the 
performances. Evan Cutler (cur- just plain obnoxious. Open Mike in the end of the year past. Says SAB chairperson Pam 
Got a talent? Get a mike rently an IC grad and possibly Night has a mike for you. So. extravaganza--Best of Open Lyons, "Open Mike Nights pro-
because it is time again for that e1!1ploy~) Will go down in Open COME ON DOWN and sign up in Mike Night. This is a chance for vide a time for talented IC peo-
ever popular Ithaca CoHege Mike Night history as the guy the SAB office (currently located the biggest and brightest student pie to get up and perform where 
pastime-Open Mike Night. For ~ho decided it would be amus- in the Union annex. Follow the stars of previous Open Mike they otherwise wouldn't be 
those of you new to the IC talent ~ngto put a pizza and some soda ' signs). And before you know it, Nights to come together for one given the opportunity." Lyons 
scene, Open Mike Night is a ma blender, blend it t~t>ther. Ed MacMahon may be calling final show, on one night, all on anticipates an audience of about 
noteworthy occasion during and drink it (all on stage, no less). you! · one stage. Sounds too good to 100 people. So, come on out this 
which the stars of the IC student Evan's theory? You guessed ii! Keep in mind that if your act be true! sunoay. Either be an act 
body are given a chance to It all goes to· the same place catches the eye of an Open Mike · . yourself or come out and sup-
~~:~~~~~ ·"11,e1•h1mpossilJie~k~1~1zea1er~ · 
r!o~:l~!~ introduces -technolog· y 
september 28th from 9-llpm m J . . . _ 
that elegant establishment-the ennifer Lloyd ""' s~stancy of time and pla~e. but This Baltimore-based group you were talking with your 
Towers Djning Hall. This mon- What is "Social Amnesia?" A si~ply a ~um~r of different that call themselves the Impossi- friend about trivial matters such 
thly entertainment event is skits complied mto one show. ble Theater certainly have their as how the weather's been late-
sponsored by'the Student Ac- play. right? To some ... yes. Sound bazaar? It most definite- act together. Somehow they · ly. don't expect the drive home 
tivities,Board (SAB) in conjunc- 0thers might see it as a multi- I~ ~as. yet proved to be an ex- - have combined sophisticated to be similar. You'll find yourself, 
tion with Ed MacMahon and image stide show. or possibly a ~itmg event both culturally and technologies with a socially as I did. itching for a serious 
"star search" --Oust kidding. two hour music video. exploring m~~llec_tually. . critical c~ntent. They have discussion about this world we 
c·mon, let's not get carried away the American culture and in fact. Social Am~es1a" ce~te~ed m~~hed_ V1Suals. songs. humor, . live in. If ~ou ev~r get the 
here). Sign up now in the SAB putting it down to a great degree. greatly aro_u~d impersonalizat10n cntical 1Ssues, not to mention , chance to view this WOde~ful 
·office as an act for Open Mike This presentation that was and mate~ahsm. People, both in statistics and political views,in- show don't pass it up. Often 
: Night if you've ever longed to conceived,written. and directed the show Itself and proj~ed_on- to o~e dazzling audio-visu~I ~ro- hear that ~hrase. "What is this 
hear the applause of a crowd or by the Impossible Theater and to screens. wore · 1dent1cal duction that leaves you thmkmg world corrung to?"_ If you do see 
;even the feel of a rotten tomato John Scnieder of Theatre X. was clothes. possessed identification about the American Society like Social Amnesia, you might just . 
:,as it hits you smack in the cheek a unique attempt 1° provide n,, um~ers,,.and, were shown you might nev_ er have before. be_ able to a_nswer this am-, 
human awareness of the dif- la g If d h h from across a crowded room ~ vin O\er computer ter- on your nve tot e: t f'ate:r b1guous question. 
ferent cultures present in the mmals Also the e I f h C C h b (again. just a little humor. worldtoday.Howwasitunique? " : II • ver-popuar e ayuga am er Tomatoes. especially rotten yuppi~s of today were seen _ 
C'.,onsisting not only of actors and degrading the homeless d 
iones. will not be permitted actresses. "Social Amnesia" ' an O chestra at Ford· Hal I within the confines of this enter- need, } throu_ghout the who1e r __ 
_ also included a nine-proiect- pla'l Not until the very end d d -tainment arena). J t '· _ . . . 1 piece from the Baroque period Just as a little information note computerized dissolve slide hese upper class individuals By lance FieldmA•n by Johann Sebastian 
to all you potential periormers show. electronic sound. and lower t_hemselves to that le_vel. . Bach:Brandenbur·a Conce·"to 
. . . taped dialogue and singing. All becoming aware of American The cayuga Chamber Or- . . b , . 
out there-Ope~·M1~e Night ':5 not these elements worked together society today: that money· chestra. an Ithaca based, prof es- No. 3_ m G. :t11s arrangement. 
all singers and ~on:,te~ians. to make an informative presen- hungry. consumer-society that sional chamber ensemble. kick- the third of six ~oncert?s c_o~-
Previous Open Mike Night s tation .. l~~king a plot and con- we call home ed off its tenth season last 5atur- po~ed by Bach in 1721, 1s d1v1d-
. - - · day evening in Ford Hall. It was ed into three separate parts all 
Announcing ••••• 
·--. -~:. -~-:·:-~:~~,' 
--- -- - ,,.,,. , 
What is Ziggys? 
Ziggys is Expressive Men's Sportsw~ar ge~red fo~ the in~iv_idU;a~ who is not afraid to 
explore their taste level and hfestyle in their clothing. This ind1v1dual wants mer-
chandise such as imported and exclusive piece goods, style that is timeless, not · 
dated· and brand names and designs that they can depend on and trust ... all of this 
set in ~n environment suitable for their leisurely shopping attitude ... no one jump-
ing down your throat as soon as you_ come through t~e d_oor ... no elevator music, 
no high pressure salespeople ... But instead ... you will find the most up-to-the-
minute state of the arts men's clothing departmart, a great sound system, terrific 
visual displays, and a knowledgable, professional sales staff. Join 
GIORGIO ARMANI, BASCO, HEARTLAND, RUFFINI, REUNION SPTS., 
A VIREX, TOMMY HILFIGER, MEXX, C;ALVIf;l ~.LEIN, VALENTINO, and 
others. "Come On Up ... We·guarantee you II love 1t. 
IRV LEWIS 
on the commons• open 'til 9 PM Thurs. & Fri. 
a very significant night for the or- marked by steady, driving 
chestra. in that it premiered its rhythms; varied instrumental 
new ·music director. earl St. color, and a wealth of counter-
Clair. point. Each movement was per-
St. Clair. who will conduct formed brilliantly by an eleven 
three of the five concerts re- piece. string orchestra. The au-
maining this season at Ford Hall. dience was truly captivated by 
comes to Ithaca from Boston. He the sound the group produced 
has collected a long line of and was very disappointed 
honors in his relatively young when it was over. .. . 
life. He is the Assistant Conduc- The next composition. a work 
. tor of the Boston Symphony Or- from the 20th century, was writ-
che$tra. Music Advisor to the ten by Samuel Barber · in 
Ann Arbor Symphony and has 1947-.Knoxville: Summer of 1915. 
been a Tanglewood conducting Beverley Rinaldi. Soprano. did a 
fellow for two seasons. tremendous job singing the 
St. Clair. who has studied with lyrics of this piece which were 
Leonard Bernstein. condurts st>lected by Barber from a col-
with marvelous physicality.· He lection of prose and poetry by 
is extremely in touch with his or- James Agee. 
,.chestra. pulling sound from it The third and final work of the 
with his bare hands. Yet. he is evening. Shubert's Fifth Sym-
also very serene in nature--his phony, was skillfully executed 
arms flow ;:i"ross the stage with · by tht> orchestra with a tremen-
the grace of a swan gliding dous amount of power. The 
through· water. St. Clair con- piece served as an eloquent 
due1ed Bach's Bradenburg Con- finale to a grand evening. 
certo No. 3. Shubert's Fifth The show was enjoyed very 
Symphony and the maFnifirent much and all can look. torwaro 10 
Knoxville: Summer of 1915 by the Cayuga Chamber Or-
Samuel Barber. chestra·s next oerformance 
The qmcert be~an with a see Orchestra page 13 
Entertainment, Worth Staying Home Forl 
i • ~.1'2 11-1...E LTI-IACAN 
·-- ... · 
-~-- - - --- --- ----------
WE HAVE A STYLE AU OUR.OWN 
OPJN 
SEPTEMBER 28 
-- --------
9prn-llpm 
Towers Dining Hall 
-1001 
West State. St. OPEN 7 DAYS 11 am to l 
272-1950 
LIL'MERCS 
SPEEDY FREE DELIVERY 
BUFFALO SffLE WINGS 
Choice of 10 sauces 
WIMP • MILD • MEDIUM • HOT 
"VAPOR" • "REVENGE" • "MERC NASTY" 
GARLIC• BBQ• FRENCH 
All Wine Orders mc;lude Celery & Bleu Cheese 
. 10 - 2.99 20 - 5.19 30 - &.99 
40 - 8.19 50 - 9.19 
. * WINC SPECIALS WEEKLY* 
All "'"'IS sold ir. mulup~ of 10 
hrra Blftl Cheese - fJO'lhua W1n1 Sauu Sl 00 
Sphl ord- add 50'/No sphrs u,ldet ~rj ol 30 or on ,~c••I> 
EVERY DAY WING & PIZZA SPECIALS 
40 wing!. "l2.9S 20 wings 8.9S 
· Large Pizza (1 item) Small Pizza (1 item) 
. PIZZA •·•·· ..... ···~········-~-· .. 
PLAIN: SMALL - S4 29 LARGE - 619 
WEEKLY WING SPECIAL 
• 
40 WINGS $7.49 
HEARTH BAKED 
· •••. L.Liii-/j SUBS a\lii.¼ih.aii t t 'ft~ Yhh - ffYft Y<t> + 
* M~de To Order* 
3 29. Half - 1 89 
• I W&'W9'ffM BBQ m-.'w..-..wm 
RIBS./CHIX $ 3 oo .. 11.111 
Din,wro; ~4 00 inc I ',,1l.1d .'i. ! • ,. .. 
,\\,IIIJblt> \t',H ro1,11,! 
' ,. ·~ t 
$&pt91!1~~ ~5, ~,,~ . 
THE ITHACA COLLEGE 
BUREAU ·of CONCERTS 
Would Like to Thank the following People 
: . for their help at. .. 
·Gordi Hanson 
Gordon Tobias 
Wendy .Kopen 
Ron Purdy 
Betsy Madway 
Jill Grayson 
Lisa Friedman 
Dana Miller 
Donna McGann 
Steve Folgrer 
Steve Kurland 
Dave Weil 
JoeDox 
Yvonne Ebert 
Barb Ross 
Brown or Pink 
Jim Perry 
Jeff McDonald 
Dave Misner 
Al Tasch 
Fred Alig 
Don Allard 
Bernadette McCoy 
Julie Sperling 
Tom Campbell 
. Graham McDanre/1 
Franklyn Gotthetter 
Larry Sousa 
Rich Bonyun 
Jan Buzzell 
Sue Maiale 
Josh Williams 
Glen Englington 
Morgan Lahey 
Cindy Stead 
Darrin Carleton 
Barrach Evans 
Neil Curtis 
Jon· Litt 
Chris Valley 
Cathy Franz -
Scott Hvozdovic 
Jack Costello 
Erica VonAhnen 
Mike Ungvary 
Amy Sochrin 
Chris Cramer 
Craig Berman 
Jir.z .Benjamin 
Laura Woodworth 
Rich Francis 
Bryan Miller 
Ron Krupa 
John Shames 
John Guisti 
Jeff Harwitz 
Jeff Reegel 
John Smi/owitz 
Kevin Hagy 
Brian Cowden 
Bruce Tamarkin 
Dan Branch 
. 
D,.on Eytel 
Greg Lauber 
Mike Bolnick 
Rob Kaplan 
Todd Risse/ 
Craig Grantham 
Jonelle Kosier 
Kat McE/roy 
Pete Bissel 
Larry Levine 
Jeff Backal 
Dave Poskanzer 
Diane Strony 
Kelly Smith 
Bob Newheart 
Dave Herz 
Bob Ward 
Carrie Lazar 
Doug MacLeod 
Office of Life Safety & Security, Physical Plant, Special Events, 
Campus Activities, HPER, Service Corp. of America & 
. The Ithacan. 
c 
W.INE BAR 
One of Americas Most Channing Restaurants 
Nationally-Known for 
PRIME RIBS • STEAKS • FRESH SEAFOOD • PASTA 
Locally-raised HAM, LAMB, DUCK &· CHICKEN 
All dinners include 
SHRIMP, SOUP, SAtAD & NY STATE CHEESE BAR · 
I 
--New York State Dining 
Best of Regional Wines 
by the Bottle or Glass 
DINNi:RS & Cocktails 5 to 10 pm Daily 
2 to 10 pm Sundays 
CHAMPAGNE BRUNCH 
11 am to 2 pm Sundays 
Just 5 minutes from downtown Ithaca 
on Route 13 South (Elmira Road) 
~all (607) 272-6484 
r 
GRADUATION Reservations are nearly full. 
In order to Insure seating for graduation week-
end, please call Mari Jones, Reservations 
Manager, at 272-6484. 
? 
Adult· Western 
/roni·page JO 
ther separating their previous in-
fluences. "Hush" is next, com-
plete with the waves of white 
noise from Stephanie at the 
song's end. "We Owe You 
Nothing," is the original stand-
. ·~· out of the night. One of the 
band's newest compositions, it 
rides an odd, strong rhythm, 
both melodic and accesible, 
withouJ compromise. ·~Falling 
off the Wall," rolls and careens, 
definitely Bill's song, with Frank 
ending his solo with a flourish, 
and a confidynt wave of his 
• bow. Their cover of "Invisible 
· Sun" brings out the sinister 
elements in the song, again with 
Pitsas· guitar to . the forefront. 
The rest of the set is strength to 
strength for the group. "Shadow 
Dance" is a "golden oldie" 
showingA W's pop sense, in the 
best sense of the word. 
"Prisoner in the 80's," which 
Rich introduces by say-
ing, "We're not going to be able 
to play this song in four years ... '' 
features a great, atonal solo from 
Stephanie again. "Dangerous" 
has a great hook, and then it's 
,-------.-------1 two numbers counesy of Pink 
1 1 Floyd, "Run Like Hell," and IQ h t 1 "Young Lust. .. The band lays I re es ra I thG sound on thick and mean 
I . I here, Frank's solo in "Run ... " 
I from page 11 I giving me chills. They jam for a 
I which falls on Fnaay, OCtober . good time at the end of segment 
I 24. The concert begins prompt- of the set didn't go as smoothly l 1y at 8:15 pm, and will present as the band might have wanted. 
work from Mozart. Wagner, and "Drive Me Crazy,.. is strong, 
Ginastera. Carl St. Clair will be melodic fare, but in the middle, 
conducting and Cynthia Koledo inexplicably, it almost falls apan, 
DeAlmeida will be featured on with the rhythm going of only to 
Oboe. be pulled back just in time to 
If you enjoy music, but are a finish strong. In the last song of 
dedicated Rock-n-RolVPop fan, the set proper,"T.V. on 
you might want to check out the Wheels,·· Stephanie breaks a 
Orchestra's next show--try string, and since she broke a 
classical music for a change. string on the only other guitar in 
This type of cultural experience the house, she must go back in-
could awaken you to a whole to the dressing room and change 
.!l~~..Q~..QL_c;_ _____ strings. Rich looked over to 
Frank, and said "Keep it going." 
And that he did. The six or 
seven minute jam sounds great, 
relying on Frank's ample im-
agination to fill out the necessary 
time. Depaolo and King provide 
inventive backing, and finally -
Pitsas emerges from the dress-
ing room, to take a ferocious 
sd10 that climaxes the song, and 
the set. Theiencore-with "Ner-
vous Nights" for the people who 
missed it at the beginning of the 
show. 
Adult Western are presently 
shopping around for a record 
deal, and while it certainly isn't 
a case of shooting fish in a bar-. 
rel, they are closer each daY. 
This band is special. Besides be· 
ing brilliant m·usicians and com-
posers, they have great 
presence, are aggressive, and 
take the muse seriously, .while 
not taking themselves sertously. 
I suppose it's a tribute to the im- ' 
ponance of journalism that a 
review can get people out to 
witness something special. 
Check out Adult Western soo~. 
r·············i • • t Give a hoot. 1 f Don't pollute. • 
• ......... ~ ••• J 
53 
56 
ACROSS 
l Lacking stiffness 
5 "Perry Mason" 
actress 
9 Miss Gabler 
14 Matinee -
15 Kind of exam 
16 - soup 
17 Ec-lectic 
19 Type of fish 
20 Simultaneously 
(4 wds.) 
22 Prison place 
23 Departure 
54 
57 
39 Heavy hanmers 
40 Door opening 
42 Hit the -
43 God of love 
44 "Darn it" 
45 - remark 
50 Sh0i nbone 
51 Ha~ing no more 
space·{3 wds.) 
53 Distribute 
54 No; in N~remberg 
55 Aware of 
56 Orchestra section 
, 57 Head inventory 
58 Mae -
24 Barber shop items 
27 Technique developed , DOWN by Freud · 
31 Sorrow 
32 Blackjack corrmand 
(2 wds.) 
33 Chemical suffix, 
34 Beverly Sills' 
forte 
35 Houses in Seville 
36 Dash 
37 Author's outputs 
1 (abbr.) 
I 38 Musical maneuver 
l Fleur-de--
2-·concept 
3 shed 
4 Excess 
5 vacation places 
6 Ascend 
7 Molten roe k 
8 Basic, 
9 Antagonistic 
IQ·Antagonism 
11 Per -
---J\ 
Now that you're back at school, get on t0e Ponder:osa meal plan. 
We're serving big, delicious meals at pnces that flt your budget. 
There's a family feeling at Ponderosa: 
5 
8 
12 Deal out 
13 Opposite of syn. 
18 Tennis strokes 
21 College events 
24 - Act 
25 Concise 
26 Poker bet 
27 Path 
28 Word said during a 
toast 
29 Together (2 wds.) 
30 Corrmon -
32 Piece of precipi-
tation 
35 Perfonn like Crosby 
36 Suffers humiliation 
(2 wds.) 
38 Warnings of trouble 
39 Recurrent theme 
41 Sentence pa~t 
42 Orchestra leaders 
44 Fasten again 
45 Accumulation 
46 Competent 
47 Mr. Long 
48 First-class 
49 Plenty 
50 Seaman 
~, Bon -. -
Ur '""• 
, ITHACA ON ELMiRA ROAD iai-=-~ · 
-PO--N-DEROSA" (ROUTE 13) Half mi. South of K-Mart on Right 
(across fro~ Zikakis Chevrolet) 
·-
t·1986 Ponderosa. Inc. 
~ ' ' 
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·we-ek in Review NFL r~plays 
·not ·reliable from page 15 
inning rally for LeMoyne. Strong 
support from Kevin Harper and 
Shawn oglivie who had 4 RBl's 
between them, was not enough 
to seal the victory. In game two, 
Steve Graham knock~d his first 
homer of the season as the 
Bombers k>st 4-3. Doug Duell pit-
ched five strong innings for IC 
before giving way to Chris Gill 
who came iri relief and sur-
rendered only one hit, but that 
• one hit was a game-winning 
homer by LeMoyne's Jeff Nesci. 
· Sunday's double heaaer Wifn. 
· oswego was cancelled. 
Field ~ockey 
The women's varsity field 
· hockey team came ·away with i!. 
loss, a win and a tie over the 
pastweek.LastWednesdaythe 
Bombers were beaten by a 
tough squad from Division I Col-
gate University. The I.C. women 
could only manage to get one 
goal past a strong defense and 
dropped the game by a 4-1 
margin. Sophomore link Meg 
Pusey scored, and was assisted 
by junior forward Marie Kramer 
and senior halfback Darlene 
Unger. Pusey's goal was her 
fourth in just five games as she 
tries to retain her scoring title 
from last year. 
Oll.5aJurdav. l(haqi reb<_?und-
. ed to win their contest agaim,t 
, Denison University, 2-0. In the 
first half, sophomore forward 
Jen Schindler opened the scor-
ing by taking the ball into the 
goal unassisted. The second 
period saw senior link Beth Har-
ding score on a penalty stroke. 
Harding had an impressive 
outing in what Coach Doris 
Kostrinsky called her finest 
game of the year. 
The Borribers were involved 
in a heated affair on Sunday to 
close out their weekend,. Ithaca 
and Millersville went into double 
9vertime as both teams fought 
hard to a 0-0 tie. 
By Mike Davidson 
The NFL replay system must 
go. Since being initiated at the 
beginning of the 1986 preseason 
the system has caused more 
trouble than it is worth .. ·,e rule 
itself goes something like this: 
On any given play if the officials 
on the field cannot decide 
whether a 'play should stand or 
not, they pass the decision to a 
replay official who views the 
play on film and makes the final 
decision. A call can only be 
reversed if the replay official 
believes with no shadow of a 
doubt that a wrong call was 
made. 
' In the first preseason game 
where the system was used, the 
on:the-field official was not sure 
of a call so he went to contact 
the replay official. But he could 
· · not contact him because his 
remote radio did not function 
properly. Since that time, the 
replay system has gone 
· downhill rapidly. Just this past 
NFL weekend, the system fail-
ed once in the Jets-Dolphins 
game and once in the Bears-
Packers ~ame. 
could judge it a complete pass 
'beyond no shadow of a doubt.' 
In the Bears-Packers· game 
Monday night a Green Bay fum-
ble was ruled dead according to 
the replay official, but it could 
not be easily seen that it should 
have been ruled dead. 
Finally, the principle of the 
teplay system goes against 
sports tradition. A referee's job 
is to be able to make a correct 
judgement without delay and 
without reservation and the 
teams are to abide by his deci-
sion. Yes, referees are only 
human and do make mistakes 
sometimes; however, his 
'mistake' must stand and not be 
changed. can you imagine if 
there was a replay system in 
baseball? I can just see the 
home plate umpire calling a 
pitch a strike, and, being unsure 
of his call, he checks with a 
replay official who says the pitch 
was a little too high so the home 
plate umpire changes the call to 
a ball. A replay system in any 
sport--including football--is 2 
farce and should be stopped. 
Trivi8 
answers 
From last week 
1. Baltimore Orioles. 7 times 
2. Miami Dolphins. Pittsburgh 
Steelers, Minnesota Vikings, 9 
times 
3. Cincinnati Reds 
. iu-i/JIIOl'l-
For the Jets, receiver Wesley 
Walker allegedly caught a pass· 
which could have been ruled a 
trap. Initially, the pass was ruled 
incomplete, but after the replay 
official made his decision the 
pass was 'beyond no shadow of 
a doubt' ruled a complete pass. 
NBC. who televised the game.· 
showed the viewing audience 
the same replay that was used 4. Bob Gibson. 1968 lthaca College's .field hockey player, Julie Hart (right), JighJs J or the ball against a player fro"! Denison Col-
- lege. The fwd score was 2-0 Ithaca. • to make the call. I have to say that t~ere was no way anyone 
s. Dale Murphy. 1982.and 1983 
6. Tom Seaver. Cross coun-try wins 
two separate meets 
Both the men's and women's 
cross-country teams continued 
their winning ways last 
weekend at the expense of 
several other schools. The 
number one-ranked women's 
squad split their talent to com-
pete in two varsity races on the 
same day. While one team 
a-avelled to Indiana. Pa. to finish 
fourth in the Indiana University 
Invitational against division one 
and two opponents, Ithaca·s 
"other" squad was busy 
throshing Binghamton by a 
score of 23-38. 
The I.U.P. contingent was led 
by junior Colleen Skelly (8th) and 
freshman sensation Jeanette 
Bonrouhi (13th). Rounding out the 
top five for Ithaca were: Cathy 
Livingston (17th), Beth Saxton 
(22nd) and Renee Rombaut 
(33rd). At Binghamton, the lady 
Bombers were led by the 
powerful one-two- punch of 
Michelle Sierzant and Linda 
Benkovic who paced the team 
· to a solid win as Ithaca took 
seven of the top nine spots. 
The men fared equally as well 
behind the blazing course record-
setting pace of junior Rich 
Surace, who finished first at 
27:12'. Seniors \1c Griffith, Marc 
Berkson and John Benson pro-
vided impressive top ten 
finishes. but it took a gutsy per-
sonal best from Steve Boyer to 
nail down a narrow three point 
win over arch rival Conland 
State. Susquehanna and 
Binghamton also fell to Ithaca's 
long distance Bombers, who's 
record now stands at 5-0. 
~ Both the men's and women's 
teams travel to Cortland this 
weekend for the highly com-
petitive Cortland Invitational. 
Coach Bill Ware believes this 
meet will be the first real test for 
the I.C. runners. 
Heads up, 
America-the hip, 
high-tech host is 
back with the 
ultimate talk · 
show! 
-~- .... CHANNEL 
's 15 
~Waid, 
farPIIVDIIII 
· Entertainment, Wortn Staying Homeforl 
,, 
•. 
, "I 'I'•', I •,. I · ... ,, ,' ·. 
.. 
Open, -Hou,, 
You're Invited to Our ()pen House. It's our way of welcoming all the new students and 
renewing friendships with familiar faces. Come visit our shops within a shop... _ 
• ?:~m,s - Our Expressive 
Mens Sportswear Shop 
featuring ~RMANI• 
MEXX•HEARTLAND• 
V ALENTINO•HILFIGER• 
A VIREX•REUNION• 
ZIMBEU.O• 
AND MORE /,:. 
,,1,_., ... :(· 
-::.• .. - • I.I. Lewis - Authentic 
Outfitter's Shop featuring 
RUFF HEWN• . 
WAUAMADE•BRITISH 
KHAKI•TREKKA• . 
. BOSTON TRADER• 
. ANDMORE 
'. • Uomo Italia - Italian 
Cloth)ng Shop featuring 
GIORGlO ARMANI• 
WBIAM 
• Polo - By Ralph Lauren 
Open t:fouse Spectals 
* All S~TERS - Buy 1 get ~d at 30% OFF 
* All .DRESS SHIRTS - Buy 1 get 2nd at 30% OFF 
* All PANTS -: Buy 1 get 2nd-at 30% OFF 
* All TIES ~ Buy 1 get 2nd at 30% OFF 
- 30% OFF item is least expensive of the 2 Items -
* SPECIAL - 100% Cotton Turtlenecks reg. $14 SALE 9.99 
* SPECIAL - Outerwear Unlimited 10/20/30% OFF .Outerwear 
.IRV LEWIS 
on the commons • open 'til 9 Thurs Fri 
:1:: ,: ; 
Sept~mber 25, ·1 ~86 r I 
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A J/it(d Is a terrible thing to waste. __ Sportsweek 
, "Tlie Roommate" by San A. Tari um 
Its 2 a.m. You j~st_finished your third pot of coffee. An 
empty ~-x of tw1nk1es overflows with the crumpled at-
tempt of How Rome Was Built In A Day." You pan the 
room. your b!urry-eyed vision scanning the remains of 
half-eaten pizzas, countless bottles of consumed No-
°?ze. to re5t upon - The Roommate - blissfully sleeping 
wrfh neatly-typed term paper tucked under the pillow. 
In your ~elerrum you find your writer's-cramped fingers 
lo~ked tightly around your roommate's neck. Shaking 
wildly, ~~u ~cream. "I can't take it anymore! What's your 
secret. Wrth one eye opening slowly. looking into the 
crazed roommate's face. the secret was calmly re-
vealed ... "lt's simple. Sound body, sound mind." 
Free T-shirts 
while supply 
lasts! CITY-CLUB 
Specializing in Student Stress Relief. 
402 W. Green St. 273-8300 
· FREE TRIAL WORKOUT 
Semester 
Discount 
NAUTILUS• EAGLE• AEROBICS• TONING• JACUZZI • SAUNAS• TANNING 
• FREE WEIGHTS 
DISCOUNT COUPONS IN GREENBACKS, CAMPUS CONNECTION, TELEPAGES 
By Mike Davidson and Brian 
Wendry 
The women's volleyball team 
opened its season th~ rast 
weekend by placing founh at tht 
Albany State Invitational tourna-
ment. The team ran through four 
impressive wins over Union, St. 
Lawrence, Siena and Rutgers-
Newark, losing only one game in 
the four matches to advance to 
the playoff round in the tourna-
ment. The one lost game before 
the playoff round came against 
Siena where the Bombers came 
away with a· hard fought match 
victory 16-14, 16-18, 15-9. 
In the playoff round, Ithaca 
was shutout by Rochester 15-9, 
15-6. Toe Bombers will have a 
chance to avenge this defeat on 
October 6 when they will play 
Rochester at Alfred University. 
Toe Bombers will host their own 
Ithaca College Classic this 
weekend beginning at 10:00am 
on 5aturday. 
Men's soccer 
The men's soccer team even-
ed their record at 3-3 this past 
week by splitting their two 
games. in ··the game agailli?t 
Oswego State, goalie John 
Pointek earned his third shutout 
in five games as IC downed 
Oswego, 2-0. Both tallies for the 
Bombers came in the first half. 
Chris Persons converted an ex-
cellent pass from Jacques Schot-
ten for the first goal while John 
Lamstein teamed up with cap-
tain George Dianni for the 
second . 
Last saturday, however. the 
team was not so fortunate as 
they dropped a 2-1 decision to 
Rochester. A second half surge 
by the Bombers which-saw 
Lamstein score his second goal 
in as many games proved to be 
not enough for IC. The team 
· : hopes to get back on the winn-
. ing track this Saturday when 
they host Alf red. 
Women's tennis ., 
After being shutout by Colgate 
last week 9-0, the women's ten-
nis team came back strong 
against Wells College by 
def eating them 6-3. Playing 
under 10 game pro set scoring 
rules, Jennifer Winnick, Lori 
Hultman and Amy Gutkowski all 
picked up singles victories by 
winning 10-2, 10·3, -and 10-7 
res~ctively. In doubles action, 
the teams of Julie Gabriel and 
Jennifer Munroe, Marjorte Packer 
and Jennifer Hahn, and Sara 
Kriethean and Amy Brofsky all 
picked up doubles victories over 
Wells. This weekend · the 
Bombers hope to impress in the 
ICAC tournament at RIT. 
Fall Baseball 
The Fall baseball team travel~ 
ed to LcMoyne last week and 
- dropped ~th games of a 
doubleheader by one-run scores 
'losing 7-6 and 4-3. In the first 
game, after coming back from a 
5-1 deficit to take a 6-5 lead, the 
Bombers were unable to hold 
· the lead due to a costly error 
which would have killed a fifth 
FRl-9/26 
....... ~ .... ~ ........................... ~ ...... ~ ...... ~ .. 
: DOB~llPOOG Bimskalabim 
• 
SAT 
9/27 
FRI. OCT.-· 3 Special Guest THE TOASTERS · 
8pm 
STATE THEATER 
l 09 W. STATE ST. 
ADVANCE TICKETS AVAILABLE 
IC EGBERT UNION 
REBOP RECORDS 
STATE THEATER 
ITHACA GUITAR WORKS 
A .iiNEFII FOR CHALLENGE lltDUSTRIES 
,. 
11,e1u1ap1s 
. . . 
'PRESENTS Great Specials 
W / )C .G 
$Dollar$ $Happy$ 
a 
$Hour$ 
Every Night From 11:00pm Ti/ 1:00am 
$1.00 Mixed drinks$ 1.00 16oz. drafts $2.00 Giant Margaritas 
Serving Food Until 12:30am 
AND 
Every Afternoon 
$1.99 Monday t~ru Friday 2-4pm $1.99 
All you can eat salad bar plus great drink specials 
Also, enjoy your favorite ABC Soap Operas with friends 
tJ\~O .- MONDA·YS 
The Madness Starts at ·s:oo and goes on all night 
$4.95 
All you can ea_t Chicken Wings 5 Ti/ 12:30am 
Dollar Happy Hour All Night Long 5:00 Ti/ 1:00am 
Monday Night Football starts at· 9:00 
106-·W. Green St. 
JUST OFF TiiE CO?v1MONS 
272-8393 
OPEN 11:30-1:00 am Monday Thru Saturday 4:00pm-1:00am Sunday 
t 
i 
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·I.C. women win twice 
By Mike Davidson 
The women's soccer team 
racked up two victories this past 
week and remained undefeated 
through Tuesday at 3-0-1. 
The first win came on the road 
for the lady Bombers as they 
defeated Albany State 2-0. Once 
again it was the Bombers who 
scored first as freshman fullback 
Wendy Schaefer scored her first 
goal of the season on an 
unassisted bid just seven 
minutes into the first half. In the 
second half, co-captain Sue 
Chermack converted a pass 
,- from Sue Kofod into a goal to 
l · seal the 2-0 victory. I In goal, junior Donna Glitzer 
I earned an easy shutout for IC as 
I she was only challenged twice 
I in the entire game. The Bomber 
defense limited Albany to just 
4wo shots on goal. 
Last Saturday, the lady 
Bombers treated their home 
. fans to a 3-0 shutout over St. 
John Fisher who were simply 
outmatched by the Bombers' 
multi-talented squad. 
The first half began rather slug-
gishly for IC as the team was not . . ., llh'i!c,n1Ac1am Rleliner 
converting passes on offense 1t1111Ca College woman~ soccer team took on St. John Fisher last Saturday. Senior Captain Maureen No/tin takes charge as Ithaca :'HW' victorious 3-0. 
and were allowing St. John's to d al . J-0 vi·ctory and the"1r second con-beat them to the ball most of the one IC player said,"they couldn't give IC a 1-0 halftime lead. At this con h f when scoring leader 
·first half. even- give our defense a test." · point IC had the talent to win but Maureen Nolan knocked in a secutive shutout. In the game, IC 
It seemed as though the Toward the end of the first half not the desire which was keep- goal with about 35 minutes·left outshot St. John FISher:M--3. This 
Bombers were taking the game the Bombers caught a break as ing St. John's in the game. to play. Diana Gorsh was ·week the team hit the road 
lightl eal. · th t th had St. John's was called for pushing The Bombers played a much credited with the· assist on the against COigate yesterday and 
.... _ too Y, r IZlllg a ey 1 · h · d half will play at Stony· Brook on 
·beaten St. John's s-o last year. an IC player inside the penalty better second half as many of goa. Later m t e secon , 
Still, however, St. John's did not area and were awarded a direct the missed passes in the first Sue Kofod completed the scor- Saturday before returning home 
have enough talent to take ad- kick on goal. Michelle Frech nail- half began to click. The second ing by knocking home her first next Tuesday to play Geneseo 
I eom bOf S'o S'h~UeiOoiiio~eS@L u 
By Mike Brophy 
The Ithaca College Bombers, 
behind Mike Middaugh's three 
touchdown passes and a strong 
defensive effort, overwhelmed 
the St. Lawrence Saints last 
week in canton. The 28-0 vic-
tory solidified the Bombers #I 
ranking in The Upstate· New 
York Division III coaches Poll. 
daugh pass and the Saints look-
ed like they would break the ice 
after a successful fake punt. But 
a penalty against the Saints gave 
the ball back to the Bombers. 
Things did not look good for 
Ithaca as yet another penalty 
had them facing a 3rd down and 
24 at the the so yard line. But 
after a timeout and a discussion 
with coach Jim Butterfield, Mike 
,-,Ithaca now 2-0 
Penalties and turnovers 
played a big role in this game. 
The Bombers appeared to have 
aeen stopped on their first drive, 
but a roughing call against the 
Saints kept the ball in Ithaca's 
possession. . Although the 
Bombers had to punt the ball, 
" this was the first sign that 
penalties would play a big part. 
The saints and Bombers ex-
changed' fumbles but neither 
team could capitalize. Defensive 
back Tom SChneider of the 
Saints intercepted a Mike Mid-
Middaugh hit flanker Jon Anglim 
for a so yard touchdown. Joe 
Johnston, who won a 'kickoff' 
during ·practice: ooo,ed the extra 
point and IC was quickly out in 
front 7-0. 
St. Lawrence threatened on its 
final ~ion of the first half, 
driving 61 yards to the Bomber 
19. But the saints had already us-
ed all their timeouts and time ex-
pired ~ quateiback Will Howard 
was stopped on -a scramble at 
the II yard line. 
After forcirJR St. Lawrence to 
punt at the oeginning of the third 
quarter, Middaugh guided the 
Bombers on a 9-play, 82 yard 
march thro,ugh the Saint 
defense. Middaugh completed 
four passes along the way, two 
to George Mack and two to tight 
end Lane Lehrhoff, the last for a 
touchdown. Mack's two recep-
tions on the day gave him 57 for 
his career. He needs only two 
more catches to become the 
third highest on the all-time 
Bomber receiving list. 
The IC defense controlled the 
re<;t of the quarter, giVing St. 
Lawrence some yardage, but 
always stiffening before the 
Saints could get close enough to 
score. The.highlight of the period 
came when senior comerback 
Niall Rosenzweig picked off a 
pas.slate in the quarter. 'Rosie' 
also had an interception at 
Albany State the week before. 
Lightening struck again early in 
the fourth quarter .when Mid-
daugh found seniQr split ' end 
Oiarley ,Pope over the middle. 
Pope broke a couple of tackles 
and sped away from the saint · 
) •, 1',' I''•\ .f. ( ~'-. \ '• •. - I 1, ff IO f O If, , \ ~ I ~ ,., ,. 11 {,, I A J ~ • o I I I o \ I .\ • a I f ), I • • • 
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secondary for -a 64 · yard 
touchdown. llle St. Lawrence 
coaching staff must be glad that 
·this is Pope's final season; he 
also scored a key touchdown in 
last year's 13-0 Bomber victory. 
With the game firmly in hand, 
junior back-up quarterback Ray 
Decarr came on to give Mid-
daUW) a rest. Decarr hit transfer 
running back Mike SCott for his 
first varsity completion, and 
Scott did the rest.. The Rochester 
native picked up a few blocks, 
broke a -few tackles, and used 
his speed to turn a simple 
screen pass into a 5.3 yard scor-
ing play. 
The game also marred the 
return ·of two starting offensive 
lineman from last year. Chris 
Sprague came · back from an 
arikle injury and played briefly. 
Dave Flihan, the massive junior 
from Utica,.came on i"n the third 
-quarter and showed no ill effects 
from his hamstring injury. 'Fli' 
played well-and said afterwards 
that he felt no pain at all. - _ 
All told, 1he· Bomber offense 
rolled up.435 ~arm; in ·totai of-
fense. includi!lS 288 thrcugh the 
air. Shawn Huth gained 87 yards 
on 14 carries to lead all runners. 
The coaches were also pleased 
with the· play of the special 
teams. 
on the defensive side of the 
ball, strong safety Jim Garrity led 
the charge -with 12 tackles. Joe 
Marra, the · devoted inside 
linebacker. had II tackles and 
came very close to picking off 
an errant -pass and going in for 
a score, but somehow the ball 
came loose, Dave Molee also 
had II tackles to go along with a 
sack. 
·:The coaching staff was pleas-
ed .·With '-·the improvement in · 
tac!<ling,.but they are very con-· 
ce~ over the 12 pen~ties that 
IC pick~ up. They plan on us-
ing the tw0:-week layoff to rest 
some bruises and to work- on 
some fundamental breakdowns 
and pass routes. 1lle Bombers · 
will take on the currently 
undefeated Alfred Saxons· at, -
south Hill on October 4th •. .;, 
